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Preface

Prior to 1978, when the proposal for 1:250 000 soils and land capability for agriculture surveys of Scotland was approved, soils and land use capability surveys within the area represented by Sheet 1 were confined to north-east Caithness and Orkney. The soils and land capability for agriculture in Shetland were surveyed at 1:250 000 during 1979 and 1980 by F. T. Dry with the assistance of C. G. B. Campbell on Yell and Unst in 1979.

The maps and handbook were prepared using the National Soil Map Legend of B. M. Shipley and the guidelines for land capability for agriculture devised by Bibby, Douglas, Thomasson and Robertson (1982). The 1:250 000 maps of Orkney and Shetland were compiled by F. T. Dry and those of north-east Caithness by D. W. Futty and W. Towers. Vegetation assessments were made according to a system designed by E. L. Birse and J. S. Robertson; correlation was the responsibility of the latter. The correlator for land capability for agriculture was J. S. Bibby.

The author of the Orkney and Shetland handbook was F. T. Dry, with the text of vegetation details being contributed by J. S. Robertson. The handbook has been edited by D. W. Futty.

The base map was compiled and drawn by the Soil Survey cartographic section using modified components from Ordnance Survey 1:250 000 scale topographic and administrative maps. The soil map was drawn by W. S. Shirreffs and Miss P. R. Carnegie and the Land Capability for Agriculture map was drawn by A. D. Moir. The diagrams in this book were drawn by A. D. Moir and Mrs. R. M. J. Fulton.

Copies of aerial photographs (scale 1:25 000) and field maps (scale 1:50 000) used in the project may be inspected by prior arrangement with the Department of Soil Survey, Macaulay Institute for Soil Research, Craigiebuckler, Aberdeen AB9 2QJ.

ROBERT GRANT

Head of the Soil Survey of Scotland
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1 Description of the Area

Sheet 1 represents a total land area of 2919 square kilometres. The area covers a broad spectrum of geology, soils, landforms and vegetation and is perhaps best considered initially in terms of two major geographical regions: (i) north-east Caithness and Orkney; and (ii) Shetland.

GEOLOGY AND RELIEF

NORTH-EAST CAITHNESS AND ORKNEY

North-east Caithness and Orkney account for approximately 51 per cent of the land area of Sheet 1. The region is formed largely of rocks of the Middle Old Red Sandstone and consists of a gently undulating landscape of subdued relief with much of the land lying below 60 metres, but with a number of smooth, rounded hills rising from the general plain to just over 120 metres in Caithness and to a maximum of 268 metres in Mainland Orkney. The island of Hoy and Dunnet Head are underlain principally by rocks of the Upper Old Red Sandstone and are characteristically more rugged but again offer a landscape of generally subdued relief. The highest levels are met in Hoy, much of the central part of the island rising to over 300 metres with Ward Hill (479 metres) the highest point. The dominant characteristic of the landscape is its drowned appearance; most of the hillslopes are convex, the lower, normally concave, slopes being submerged. In Orkney submersion was such that river systems were severely truncated and only small streams remain. In north-east Caithness however two major river systems have survived, the River Thurso and the Wick River; the River Thurso drains generally south to north and the Wick River west to east. Many of the broad, open bays of the area have an extensive hinterland of windblown sand.

The solid geology of the region (Fig. 1) is relatively uncomplicated, the area consisting almost entirely of gently inclined sedimentary rocks and subordinate lavas and tuffs of Middle and Upper Old Red Sandstone age. A crystalline basement complex composed of metamorphic rocks of Moinian type and Caledonian granites crops out around Stromness. A high proportion of the complex is made up of poorly foliated granite which grades locally into granite-gneiss (Mykura, 1976).

The general succession is shown overleaf:
The Caithness Flagstone Groups and their Orkney equivalents are made up of rhythmic sequences of thinly bedded and, in part, laminated grey and black carbonate-rich siltstones and silty mudstones alternating with generally thin beds of fine-grained sandstones or sandy siltstones (Mykura, 1976). In contrast to other rocks of the Old Red Sandstone formation in Scotland, the flags are not red, but vary from pale to dark browns and greys. The John o' Groats Sandstones and the Eday Beds consist mainly of red and yellow sandstones with flagstones and marls. The rocks of the Upper Old Red Sandstone consist of red, pink and yellow sandstones with subordinate bands of marl. The Hoy Sandstone is underlain by a variable thickness of basalt lava and tuff which rests on an eroded surface of faulted and gently folded members of the Middle Old Red Sandstone sequence.

A detailed account of the geology of Caithness can be found in Crampton and Carruthers (1914) while accounts of that of Orkney can be found in Wilson et al. (1935) and in Mykura (1976). The superficial deposits of the area are mainly the various drift deposits associated with the Pleistocene Glaciation. The area must have been glaciated in all four episodes of the Pleistocene Ice Age, but only evidence of the most recent, the Devensian glaciation now remains. Wilson (in Wilson et al., 1935) suggests that in the earliest stages of glaciation Scandinavian ice moved westwards across the area. At a later stage the pressure exerted by the eastern ice appears to have lessened and Scottish ice was able to force its way north-westwards across the area. Wilson suggests a final stage of glaciation when Scottish ice moved northwards.

Two main types of till occur: (i) a brown, greyish brown or dark grey medium-to moderately fine-textured till derived from rocks of the Middle Old Red Sandstone; and (ii) a reddish brown or red moderately fine-textured till derived from rocks of the Middle Old Red Sandstone. Both tills are of variable thickness; the average is some 120 centimetres but deeper sections occur principally where valleys and bays have been infilled. The deeper sections are sometimes calcareous below about 120 centimetres and contain fragments of shells. A moderately coarse- or medium-textured drift of a morainic nature occurs locally throughout the area.

Recent drift deposits consist of windblown sand and alluvium. Peat development is extensive.
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SHETLAND

Shetland lies about 180 kilometres north-east of the mainland of Scotland and about 360 kilometres west of Bergen in Norway at a mean latitude of 60 degrees North. The island group extends for 112 kilometres from south to north, has a total land area of approximately 1433 square kilometres and consists of over a hundred islands of which sixteen are inhabited. The group includes the two outlying islands Foula and Fair Isle, Foula lying approximately 45 kilometres west of Scalloway and Fair Isle approximately 40 kilometres south-west of Sumburgh Head. The most striking characteristics of Shetland is its north-south elongation and the presence in the eastern half of the island group of smooth north- to north-east-trending ridges with intervening partly drowned valleys. These features reflect the underlying geology which consists of metamorphic rocks and partially recrystallized granites, in both of which the foliation is vertical or steeply inclined and trends north or, in places north-east (Mykura, 1976). Heights are not extreme, most of the ridges lying between 100 metres and 200 metres and local prominence rarely exceeding 300 metres. Shetland is divided into two geologically distinct parts, East and West Shetland, by a major north-south trending fault, the Walls Boundary Fault (Mykura, 1976). The topography of western Shetland (Fig. 2) is more rugged and diverse than that of the east, due to the varied geology which includes several large masses of granite and diorite, an extensive area of highly folded sandstone and lava of Old Red Sandstone age and some belts of metamorphic rock. Much of the strongly undulating and rocky landscape lies below 120 metres but with the granite mass of Ronas Hill rising to 450 metres. Less strongly undulating ground, generally below 60 metres above sea level, occurs along the south-eastern coastal strip of Mainland and on the western seaboard of the Walls and Esha Ness peninsulas. These areas are formed of gently inclined sandstones, flagstones and conglomerates of Old Red Sandstone age and, in Papa Stour and Esha Ness, of Old Red Sandstone lavas. Foula and Fair Isle both consist mainly of sandstone which has been eroded into magnificent sea cliffs on their western coasts, those on Foula attaining a height of 372 metres.

The geology of Shetland is thus complex, consisting partly of ancient sedimentary rocks which were metamorphosed and intruded by igneous rocks during the Caledonian Orogeny and partly of sedimentary and volcanic rocks of Old Red Sandstone age which were laid down and folded during the final stages of that orogeny. Fig. 1 shows the simplified geology of Shetland. The complexity of the geology is illustrated by the wide range of rocks: gneiss, quartzite, schists, crystalline limestone, serpentine, metagabbro, granite, diorite, conglomerate, sandstone, flagstone, andesite, basalt and rhyolite.

The much simplified succession is:

| Old Red Sandstone         | Rhyolite, andesite and basalt |
|                          | Conglomerate, sandstone and flagstone |
|                          | Granite, granodiorite and diorite of the Caledonian Orogeny |

| Dalradian                | Schist and gneiss with serpentine and metagabbro |
| Moinian                  | Gneiss with serpentine and metagabbro |
| ?Lewisian                | Gneiss |
Sandstones, flagstones, shales and limestones

Acid, intermediate and basic lavas and tuffs

Acid and intermediate rocks

Metamorphosed igneous rocks (serpentines and metagabbros)

Schists and gneisses

Gneisses

Upper Old Red Sandstone

Middle Old Red Sandstone

Extrusive

Intrusive

Moine/Dalradian

Dalradian

Moine and ? Lewisian

Major fault (Walls Boundary Fault)

Figure 1. Geology
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Figure 2. Generalized diagram of the landforms of western Shetland

A Plateaux with gentle to strong slopes and a wide range of rockiness
B Hillsides with very steep slopes; moderately and very rocky
C Hillsides with steep and very steep slopes; non-rocky
D Hillsides with gentle and strong slopes; non-rocky
E Strongly undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes; moderately rocky
F Strongly undulating and rugged lowlands with gentle and strong slopes; very rocky

Detailed accounts of the geology of Shetland are to be found in Mykura (1976), Mykura and Phemister (1976) and Flinn (in Berry and Johnston, 1980).

The first comprehensive account of the glaciation of Shetland was produced by Peach and Horne (1879) who concluded that during the 'primary glaciation' Shetland was overridden from the north-east by Scandinavian ice. As the ice crossed the axis of Shetland its course was deflected to the north-west, probably by the presence of ice moving northwards from the Scottish mainland. After the pressure of Scandinavian ice had eased, a local ice-cap developed with ice-flow in all directions. It is now recognized (Mykura, 1976) that Shetland must have been ice-covered during all four maxima of the Pleistocene Period but that most of the drift deposits and ice-formed features are attributable to the last, the Devensian, glacial episode. The concept of Peach and Horne of a westward ice-flow across Shetland during the maximum stage of the last glaciation has not been substantiated, except perhaps in the extreme north and south of the island group (Mykura, 1976). In the central part of Shetland the evidence points to the existence of a local ice-sheet during the maximum stage of the Devensian (Mykura, 1976) with a general radial flow. Flinn (1978) suggests a radial flow from several elongated dispersion centres. The flow was deflected in the south-west so that it moved in a north-westerly direction across Foula and south-eastwards across Fair Isle. The pattern suggests (Flinn, 1978) that the flow to the
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Plate 1. Deerness, Orkney, looking south westward to Burray and South Ronaldsay showing the characteristic landscape of the Carnishay Association and particularly of map unit 79, an intensely cultivated gently undulating low-lying landscape based principally on nonskeletal gley. Small areas of windblown sand (map unit 261) occur left centre and at the isthmus connecting Deerness to east Mainland. The area of uncultivated ground (upper centre) comprises map unit 81, a unit based dominantly on peaty podzols. 

Plate 2. Lunnasting peninsula, Shetland, looking south eastward to Whalsay and showing soil map unit 29 (Arkayg Association). The unit consists of peaty gleys and peat with peaty rankers and peaty podzols and occurs on strongly undulating, rugged, moderately and very rocky lowlands. The dominant vegetation is northern bog heather moor. Class 6.3 land. Institute of Geological Sciences photograph published by permission of the Director; NERC copyright.
south-west was blocked, possibly by a mass of ice lying over Orkney, but that there was no hindrance to the flow to the east. Evidence for the presence of Scandinavian ice in the area is provided by erratics. In southern Mainland Shetland local rocks have been carried westwards over the watershed and at Dalsetter a large erratic of tonsbergite, a rock known to occur in situ only in southern Norway (Finlay, 1926), was discovered in 1900. Flinn (1978) thus suggests that at some time before the radial pattern was established, either at an early phase of the last glaciation or during an earlier glaciation, Shetland was invaded by Scandinavian ice which crossed at least the southern part of Shetland.

The ice sheets have greatly modified the Shetland landscape. In most of eastern Mainland and in the eastern and northern isles the passage of ice has smoothed out much of the original relief and has given rise to generally rounded hills. In Northmaven, Lunnasting, Muckle Roe and the northern part of the Walls peninsula however the rugged topography shows clearly the affects of glacial moulding and scouring. The glacial scouring has produced numerous hollows, many of which now form small inland lochs.

Glacial drift deposits are generally thin and irregular with the thicker deposits being largely restricted to ice-gouged depressions. Morainic deposits are rare and inextensive; perhaps the best-defined moraine belt extends for approximately 1.5 kilometres across the centre of Papa Stour. No fluvioglacial deposits were encountered. The undoubted complexity of the geology of Shetland is reflected by the large number of soil associations recognized.

CLIMATE

The climate of the area is governed basically by three factors, namely, the intimate relationship with the sea, the open topography and the high latitude. In spite of its latitude the area does not suffer too severe a climate, the affects being ameliorated by the North Atlantic Drift.

The annual range of mean monthly temperature is around 9°C, increasing from about 3.5°C in February to about 12.5°C in August with Shetland being only marginally cooler than north-east Caithness and Orkney. Although winter temperatures are not very low, there is only a slow build-up of temperature in the early part of the year and spring tends to be late and cool. The area has a good sunshine record and during the summer enjoys prolonged daylight. Along the eastern seaboard however haar commonly reduces the effectiveness of the sun. Rainfall (Fig. 3) is not excessive, ranging from approximately 900 millimetres in north-east Caithness and along the eastern seaboard of Orkney to 1200 millimetres on the highest and most exposed parts of Shetland, but a low evaporation potential associated with low summer temperatures and high relative humidities makes the average rainfall effectively greater. The number of days with recorded rain is high because of the common incidence of light rain or mist.

There is no doubt that the most significant climatic element is the overall windiness of the area and the very high incidence of strong to gale-force winds. Over much of the area the mean wind speed throughout the year is approximately 6.5 metres per second while at Lerwick (82 metres above sea level) gales occur on an average of 53 days a year—a gale being defined as a wind speed in excess of 17.2 metres per second (38 miles per hour) and being maintained for at least ten minutes. The average number of gale-days at Wick (36 metres above sea level) is 12 and at Kirkwall (26 metres above sea level) 30. Many other parts of the area will suffer much more extreme conditions.
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fairly warm moderately dry lowland and foothill

cool moderately dry lowland and foothill

cool wet lowland, foothill and upland

cold wet foothill and upland

very cold wet upland and mountain

Figure 4. Climate regions
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Detailed climatic data for north-east Caithness and Orkney can be found in Plant (1968) and Plant and Dunsire (1974). Basic information for Shetland can be found in Shetland Islands Council Research and Development Department (1980).

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of specific climate regions based on Birse and Dry (1970). The regions are defined on the basis of accumulated temperature (day-degrees above 5.6°C) and potential water deficit and offer an assessment of climatic conditions.

SOILS

The system of soil classification used in the production of the 1:250 000 National Soils Maps is that adopted by the Soil Survey of Scotland and is similar to that used in published memoirs. Soils with very similar profiles are assigned to the same major soil group and subgroup. Some additional soil groups have been introduced to accommodate those soils that have not been described in previous publications. The classification is described in detail in Handbook 8.

NORTH-EAST CAITHNESS AND ORKNEY

The soils are dominated by poorly drained noncalcareous gleys and peat. Soil map units based primarily on noncalcareous gleys account for approximately 40 per cent of the area while peat occupies some 20 per cent. Map units dominated by freely and imperfectly drained brown forest soils account for approximately 15 per cent of the area and units based on peaty gleys occupy a further 12 per cent.

The gleys are generally surface-water gleys, the normally compact, slowly permeable parent material hindering the downwards movement of water. The surface-water problem is further enhanced by the general subdued relief of the area and the low evaporation potential. Many of the brown forest soils exhibit indurated horizons, quite often with a thin iron pan developed on the upper surface and usually lying immediately beneath the Ap horizon. They are developed on a more strongly sloping landscape or within a moraine complex. Windblown sand deposits occur around many of the more open, shallow bays. Extensive deposits are found in Caithness at Dunnet Links and in Orkney at Bay of Skail, Bow in Burray and Birsay Bay while approximately one-third of Sanday and considerable areas of Westray and North Ronaldsay are sand covered. The sand consists principally of finely comminuted shell fragments and pH values are usually high. Small areas of noncalcareous sand occur locally, the most extensive being found around the Loch of Doomy in Eday. High-level storm beaches occur locally and particularly along exposed western shores in Orkney, prime examples being found at Aikerness in Westray and Sacquoy Head in Rousay where crescent-shaped accumulations of large sandstone and flagstone blocks occur at some distance behind the cliff-tops, which are respectively 12 metres and 18 metres high.

Hoy and Dunnet Head are dominated by peat and peaty podzols with peaty rankers and minor peaty gleys. Subalpine and alpine soils occur on the highest hills of Hoy and extend down to approximately 275 metres. The soils are generally weakly podzolized and subjected to disturbance by wind and water. Gley soils and peat occur locally. Areas of windblown quartzose residual sands (Hill-dunes—Goodier and Ball, 1975), are found on the plateau summits of Ward Hill and Cuilags in particular. Certain areas of peat are strongly contaminated with blown sand.
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Saline gleys occur locally along coastal fringes and are particularly extensive along the western seaboard of the Orkney archipelago.

SHETLAND

The Shetland landscape is dominated by peat. Approximately 40 per cent of the islands has been mapped as peat, most of it exceeding 100 centimetres in thickness. The peat occurs on slopes ranging from gentle to strong and occasionally steep and about half of it is eroded peat. Peat is also a major component of a number of soil complexes. Most of the remaining soils of the area support peaty surface horizons with peaty gleys, peaty podzols and peaty rankers well represented. Brown forest soils and noncalcareous gleys are not common; they are of local distribution and largely restricted to cultivated ground. Cultivated ground is undoubtedly at a premium in Shetland being confined mainly to the coastal fringes, to those areas where the proximity of shelly sand has offered some ameliorative agency, to those soils influenced by the presence of

crystalline limestone and to soils of the Leslie Association. The Leslie Association occurs principally in Unst and Fetlar with magnesian gleys dominating the landscape. The soils are particularly rich in magnesium, iron, nickel and bases and pose specific management problems; nickel toxicity is recognized and phosphate demands are heavy. Brown calcareous soils, calcareous gleys and regosols occur on areas of windblown sand. An extensive area of windblown shelly sand occurs around the Bay of Quendale in south Mainland and somewhat smaller areas are found at Spiggie, Bigton (the sand here producing a tombolo with St Ninian's Isle), Hamnavoe, Melby and Papa Stour. There are also small areas of blown sand on Yell and Unst. Saline soils occur locally along the coastal fringes. Storm beaches are a feature of the exposed coasts. They are particularly well developed along the cliffs of Stenness and Esha Ness where the Old Red Sandstone lavas and tuffs are readily broken up into blocks by wave action.

Alpine and subalpine soils have been mapped principally above 200 metres on Ronas Hill.

The soils are weakly podzolized and the surface horizons show banding and evidence of disturbance by wind and water.

VEGETATION

In the following account, the distribution of the plant communities and their relationship with the soils of the area are briefly discussed under the separate headings of the two main geographical regions.

The common names quoted for these communities in the text, both here and under each soil association description (Chapter 2), are based on the field units used in the 1:250,000 survey. These units are listed and described in Handbook 8. Individual species names follow those of Clapham, Tutin and Warburg (1962) for vascular plants as do the bulk of the common names, those of Smith (1978) for mosses and those of James (1965) for lichens.

The classification of the plant communities in phytosociological terms is quoted in brackets after each community name and follows that of Birse and Robertson (1976) and Birse (1980, 1982). When a community is firmly established as an association, it is put in the Latin form (-etum), but when there is some doubt as to the validity of the association, it is named by one or two plant species followed by the term 'Association'. When there are insufficient records to establish an association, the vegetation is again named by one or two plant species, but with the term 'Community' following.

NORTH-EAST CAITHNESS AND ORKNEY

A large proportion of the dominantly smooth and gently undulating landscape of north-east Caithness and Orkney is either cultivated or under permanent pasture (Lolio-Cynosoretum). Natural or semi-natural rough grassland is not extensive and is largely confined to the lower and middle hill slopes where topography precludes any widespread improvement. Acid bent-fescue grassland (part of Achilleo-Festucetum tenuifoliae) occurs on the more freely drained podzols and its herb-rich equivalent on the brown forest soils of the steeper slopes. White bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifoliae) is found on the less well-drained peaty podzols and peaty gleys. Both associations, under a regime of heavy grazing and dunging, may become altered to a form of permanent pasture dominated by broad-leaved grasses, the meadow-grass-bent pasture (the Calitum
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saxatile-Poa pratensis Community), which may also develop from long-ley pastures that have been allowed to deteriorate.

Moorland communities are common, though restricted to the more rugged, hilly areas such as are found on Dunnet Head, Mainland Orkney and the islands of Hoy, Rousay, Eday and Westray. Dry and moist Atlantic heather moors (parts of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) occur on the peaty podzols and peaty gleys while typical lowland blanket bog (part of Erica-Sphagnetum papillosi) is relatively uncommon and confined to the more sheltered dystrophic peaty basins of Hoy, Mainland and Caithness. As exposure increases, the northern forms of the moorland communities gain dominance. Northern Atlantic heather moor on peaty podzols and peaty gleys, northern bog heather moor (part of Narthecio-Ericetum tetralicis) on peaty gleys and shallow peat and upland blanket bog on peat dominate the landscape. Some of the steeper, less-accessible valley slopes with brown forest soils carry a herb-rich Atlantic heather moor, and a maritime form of the same association—characterized by the presence of sand sedge (Carex arenaria) and birdsfoot-trefoil (Lotus corniculatus)—has been developed on the immature links soils at Rackwick on Hoy and on Dunnet Links, Caithness.

On the highest hills of Orkney—Ward Hill, Cuilags and the Knap of Trowiglen—a barren, rock-debris-strewed landscape which carries a very patchy, wind-cropped vegetation has developed. The alpine soils of these sites, where colonized, support oroarctic plant communities the commonest of which are alpine azalea–lichen heath (Alectorio–Callunetum vulgaris) and fescue–woolly fringe-moss heath (Festuco–Racomitrietum lanuginosi). Gley soils of the seasonally wetter, late snow-lie slopes and hollows are more extensively vegetated with mountain white bent grassland (pat of the Carex bigelovii–Festuca vixipara Association). Bog whortleberry heath (Racomitrium lanuginosum–Vaccinium uliginosum Association) may also occur on these sites.

Exposed cliffs and headlands carry a salt-spray-influenced vegetation of maritime communities which occur in a clear zonal sequence. The plantain cliff-top pasture (the Plantago coronopus Community) colonizes the very shallow humic soils of the cliff edges and is succeeded by a band of vernal squill maritime pasture (the Scilla verna–Festuca rubra Community) and then by a mosaic of this pasture and its moorland equivalent, the sea plantain–crowberry heath (the Plantago maritima–Empetrum nigrum Community) in which the frog orchid (Coeloglossum viride) may be found. Further inland, the grassland element is gradually lost from the mosaic and the maritime heath itself eventually gives way to the more typical Atlantic heather moor. On the stepped hill slopes of Westray, some of the flats carry a form of maritime grassland in which the Scottish primrose (Primula scotica) grows. On those areas subjected to extreme salt-water inundation—such as Yesnaby, Rose Ness and Costa Hill—mud rush salt-marsh (Juncetum gerardii) has become established. The maritime communities of the cliff zone occur principally on saline gleys but also on saline peaty gleys and saline peat.

Links and dune communities are relatively common along the coastlines of Orkney and Caithness, the majority being underlain by shelly sand. The full sequence of dune communities is particularly well developed on Dunnet Links and along the south-eastern shores of Sanday. Foreshore (the Salsola kali–Atriplex glabriscuscula Association), foredunes (Elymo–Agropyretum boreoatlanticum and Potentillo–Elymetum arenarieae) and yellow/grey dunes (Elymo–Amphiphiletum) are all represented. A few stations of the oyster plant (Mertensia maritima) may still be found along some foreshores. On the dune slacks and flats to the rear of the dune systems, eyebright–red fescue dune pasture (Euphrasio-
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Festucetum tenuifoliae) has developed on the drier soils. These sites are often agriculturally improved by reseeding or by applying fertilizers to create permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxatile–Poa pratensis Community). The calcareous gleys, best exemplified on the island of Sanday, carry a profusion of swamp and sedge communities of which silverweed pasture (the Potentilla anserina–Carex nigra Community) is the most widespread. As mentioned above, a maritime form of the Atlantic heather moor (Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) occurs at Rackwick and at Dunnet Links. Other moorland communities have become established on the more mature peaty soils of the non-shelly windblown sand round Loch of Doomy on Eday. Moist Atlantic heather moor occurs on peaty gleys while peat supports northern blanket bog (part of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi).

The flushed peaty slopes, basins and alluvial channels throughout the landscape carry a wide range of swamp-, rush- and sedge-dominated vegetation, the presence of one particular community or another being dependent on the degree of base saturation of the flush water and nutrient status of the habitat. At the dystrophic end of the range, communities such as common cotton-grass bog (part of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi), flushes dominated by common sedge (Carex nigra communities), bog moss water track (the Juncus effusus–Sphagnum recurvum Community), star sedge mire (Caricetum echinato-paniceae) and soft rush pasture (the Ranunculus repens–Juncus effusus Community) occur on acid peat and peaty gleys, especially in the more upland sites. The nutrient-rich gleys, humic gleys and flushed peats are colonized by mires such as flea-sedge (Caricetum hostiano-pulicaris), bog-rush (the Schoenus nigricans Community) and few-flowered spike-rush (Carici dioici-Eleocharitetum quinqueflorae).

Yellow flag swamp (the Iris pseudacorus Community), marsh marigold meadow (the Caltha palustris Community), common spike-rush swamp (the Eleocharis palustris Community), meadow-sweet meadow (Valeriano-Filipenduletum) and reed swamp (Phragmitetum) are commonly found on the high base status soils of the lowland alluvial basins and often merge with the wet communities of the links soils.

The only significant occurrence of natural woodland in Orkney is on Hoy in Berriedale and the valley of the Burn of Segal where patches of common sallow scrub (the Salix atrocinerea Community) and dry grassy birchwood (part of Blechno-Quercetum) (Birse, 1982) have colonized the flushed brown forest soils of the sheltered slopes. Besides willow (Salix spp.) and birch (Betula pubescens) there are trees of rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) and aspen (Populus tremula) and in Berriedale, two hazel trees (Corylus avellana); stone bramble (Rubus saxatilis) occurs in the underlying vegetation (Bullard and Goode, 1975).

SHETLAND

A general impression of the vegetation of Shetland provides a marked contrast to that of Orkney and Caithness. Whereas latitude and exposure result in the same elements of the plant associations being present, i.e. northern and upland forms, the rugged, rocky nature of the Shetland landscape is such that cultivation is restricted to a far greater degree and natural and semi-natural communities are consequently far more widespread.

The crofting landscape is itself very characteristic of the Shetland islands, each holding being made up of long narrow strips of wet meadow and plantings of mixed arable crops. The wet, species-rich meadows usually occur on flushed peaty gleys or peat and, where surface conditions permit, are cut for hay. These
meadows are the site of the northern fen orchid (Dactylorchis purpurella), the meadow orchid (D. incarnata) and other colourful plants such as ragged robin (Lychnis flos-cuculi), creeping water forget-me-not (Myosotis secunda), yellow rattle (Rhinanthus minor), marsh marigold (Caltha palustris) and marsh violet (Viola palustris). Tall plants of Magellan ragwort (Senecio smithii) — a garden escape — often fringe the hay meadows along the line of the drainage ditches and marsh ragwort (S. aquaticus) — a plant poisonous to cattle, horses and, to a lesser extent, sheep — is often present in some abundance.

Outwith the cultivated areas lie the common grazings which consist principally of rough grassland communities which may be present in a mosaic with close-cropped heath. Much of the land is influenced by salt-spray. As in Orkney and Caithness, this effect is especially marked along the exposed cliffs and headlands where a zone of maritime communities has developed, but its influence is also reflected in the presence of sea plantain (Plantago maritima) and vernal squill (Scilla verna) in the grassland communities dominated by white bent (Nardus stricta) — part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifolii — and bent-fescue (Agrostis-Festuca) — part of Achilleo-Festucetum tenuifolii. In more favoured areas, some improvement of the natural grazings by the application of fertilizers, control of grazing or by reseeding has created permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxatile-Poa pratensis Community). Many former crofting areas have now been abandoned and, where the grazing pressure has also

Plate 4. North of Loch of Funzie, Fetlar, Shetland. Magnesian gleys of map unit 370 (Leslie Association) show the characteristic mosaic of closely cropped sea plantain—bell heather moor and sedge pastures. Class 5.2 land. been reduced, a tall grassy sward dominated by sweet vernal (Anthoxanthum odoratum), Yorkshire fog (Holcus lanatus) and red fescue (Festuca rubra) has developed (part of the Galium saxatile-Poa pratensis Community). The herb-rich forms of the white bent and bent-fescue grasslands are commonly found on the drier, steeper slopes on the more base-rich parent materials where the soils are dominantly brown forest soils. Some flying bent grassland (part of Junco
squamrosi-Festucetum tenuifoliae) does occur on peaty gleys and shallow peat but is confined mainly to the west in the peninsulas of Walls and Esha Ness. Moorland communities consist mainly of the northern elements of Atlantic heather moor (Carici binervis-Ericetum cinerariae) on peaty podzols and peaty gleys and bog heather moor (Narthecio-Ericetum tetralicis) on peaty gleys and shallow peat. Deeper peats carry upland blanket bog (part of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi). The typical lowland moorland elements occur locally where more sheltered conditions prevail. Where exposure increases further up the hill slopes, the Atlantic heather moor may give way to a narrow zone of its boreal equivalent (Vaccinio-Ericetum cinerariae) on soils which possess some of the characteristics of subalpine podzols. The exposed tops of many of the hills and ridges—such as Colvadale, Virda Field and Vord Hill on Unst, Arisdale on Yell and Ronas Hill, Roga Field and Oxnabool on Mainland—carry true oroarctic communities on alpine and subalpine soils, the dominant types being alpine azalea–lichen heath (Alectorio-Callunetum vulgaris) and fescue–woolly fringe-moss heath (Festuco-Racomitrietum lanuginosi). The late snow-lie slopes and depressions of Ronas Hill and Roga Field carry mountain white bent grassland (part of the Carex bigelowii-Festuca vivipara Association) which may also contain bog whortleberry (the Vaccinion lanuginosum–Vaccinium uliginosum Association) or alpine club-moss (the Lycopodium alpinum–Nardus stricta Community). A considerable area of Hermaness in Unst is covered by a blanket bog vegetation with bog whortleberry that much resembles mountain blanket bog (Rhytidiadelpho-Sphagnetum fuscii).

The links and dune systems of Shetland are not nearly as extensive as those of Orkney and Caithness. The best examples are at Norwick (Unst), Papil (Fetlar), Houlland (Yell) and Spiggie and Quendale (Mainland) where the common communities are similar to those described for north-east Caithness and Orkney. The rare sea pea (Lathyrus japonicus mantimus) has one of its few northern stations on the yellow dunes of Unst. Exploitation of the shelly sand for agricultural purposes at Quendale and at West Sandwick (Yell) has destroyed much of the natural vegetation, but an interesting example of a wayside community has developed at the latter site beside the extraction road. The vegetation includes caraway (Carum carvi) and Shetland campion (Silene dioica zetlandica) and has been classed as oat-grass wayside meadow (Centaureo-Arrhenatheretum). The influence of a high shell content in the sand is most marked in the wet depressions or dune slacks to the rear of the dune systems (e.g. at Spiggie) where a variety of attractive species such as grass of Parnassus (Parnassia palustris), marsh marigold (Caltha palustris), ragged robin (Lychnis flos-cuculi) and field gentian (Gentianella campestris) may be found. Communities here are principally silver-weed pasture (the Potentilla anserina-Carex nigra Community) and sedge-dominated vegetation such as flea-sedge (Caricetum hostiano-pulicaris) on peatly and humic gleys. The shingle storm beaches round many of the rockier bays carry a nitrophilous vegetation dominated by species such as oraches (Atriplex spp.), docks (Rumex spp.) and couch-grass (Agropyron repens) and one such beach at Urrafirth is a site of the oyster plant (Mertensia maritima).

As mentioned above, the effect of salt-spray on the exposed cliffs, headlands and seaward slopes has been to create a zone of maritime communities which have been fully described in the Orkney and Caithness section. Similarly, the communities of flushed channels, slopes and basins are also those as described for that area, yellow flag swamp (the Iris pseudacorus Community) being a notable element of the lowland scene.
A specialized vegetation endemic to Shetland—and to Unst and Fetlar in particular—is that found on the serpentine soils of the Leslie Association. Here, the combination of magnesium-rich soils, exposure to salt-spray and a heavy grazing regime has produced a mosaic of herb-rich heaths and sedge pastures which lends a characteristic 'quilted' appearance to the landscape much like that of bog heather moor with which it often merges. The plant communities are sea plantain—bell heather moor (the Plantago maritima—Erica cinerea Association) and carnation-grass pasture (the Antennaria dioica—Carex pulicaris Association), together with a number of other sedge mires. The barren serpentine debris of the Keen of Hamar on Unst is the only known site of the Shetland mouse-ear chickweed (Cerastium nigrescens).

Plate 5. North Ronaldsay, Orkney, showing the crofting landscape. Part of the stone-built wall that encircles the island is clearly seen. This wall, the sheep-dyke, is designed to keep the native sheep of North Ronaldsay to the seaward side and thereby protect the crops and pastures. Seaweed thus plays a principal role in the basic diet of the sheep. Only at lambing time are ewes and lambs permitted access to the improved pastures. Aerofilms.

LAND USE

NORTH-EAST CAITHNESS AND ORKNEY

Agriculture of the upland stock-rearing type is the principal land user with beef cattle, sold traditionally as stores, and sheep being the chief source of income. The dominance of the store industry has been sustained and strengthened by improvements in grassland quality with introduction of new grass varieties better
able to withstand the rigours of climate, by superior grass conservation with advances in silage- and hay-making techniques and by the introduction of the so-called exotic animal breeds, replacing in part the traditional Aberdeen-Angus. The sheep industry is dominated by the North Country Cheviot and the Half-Bred.

The last few years have seen marked increases in the areas laid down to grass and fodder barley, the increases leading inevitably to a decline in the areas of the traditional winter-feed supplements of swedes, turnips and oats, although the oat crop is perhaps holding its own in some of the northern isles of Orkney and particularly in those areas dominated by windblown shelly sand. Seed and ware potatoes are produced on a small scale. Much of the hill ground is utilized as rough grazings with a subsidiary and minor sporting interest.

Forestry is of limited extent. The Forestry Commission have a sizeable (123 hectares) plantation established on shelly sand at Dunnet Links while a few small blocks have been planted elsewhere and largely for experimental purposes. Otherwise the area is thinly wooded with only occasional belts of hardwood species planted for shelter and amenity around the larger estate properties.

Some of the shelly sand deposits are extracted for use as agricultural lime and peat is cut extensively for domestic heating purposes.

**SHETLAND**

Approximately 93 per cent of the land in Shetland is considered as rough grazings; of the remaining 7 per cent approximately 75 per cent is laid down to grass for grazing and conservation, 5 per cent to oats and 3 per cent to potatoes.

Sheep, mainly Shetland crosses, are the principal source of agricultural income with a total sheep population of some 275,000.

The area is very sparsely wooded with little natural scrub or woodland but a number of small experimental blocks have been established particularly in the Weisdale valley at Kergord and at Sullom.

As in north-east Caithness and Orkney some of the shelly sand deposits are used as a local source of agricultural lime and peat is cut extensively for domestic heating purposes.
2 The Soil Map Units

The associations, with the exception of the organic soils, are described alphabetically while the soil map units of each association are listed and described in numerical order. The soil map units are numbered and defined nationally.

A comprehensive account of the soils of north-east Caithness occurs in Futty and Dry (1977) while those of Orkney are detailed in Dry (in preparation). There are no previous Soil Survey of Scotland publications describing the soils of Shetland. Some of the peat deposits of Shetland are however described in Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland (1968).

ALLUVIAL SOILS

(Map unit 1)

The parent materials of this unit comprise riverine and lacustrine alluvium. The texture is variable, ranging from silty loam to coarse sand and rapid lateral changes sometimes occur. Soil drainage is similarly most variable and encompasses the whole drainage range—from free to very poor. Marl, a light grey calcareous silty loam which occasionally contains gastropod shells, frequently occurs at the base of alluvial deposits of lacustrine origin. Deposits consisting of banded organic and mineral layers or of mineral alluvium with a high content of organic matter are considered as complexes of peat and alluvium. They are most closely associated with lacustrine alluvium but are also present alongside many small streams.

The alluvial soils occur mainly in north-east Caithness where they are largely associated with the River Thurso and the Wick River. The soils are of very limited extent in Orkney and Shetland, where there are no major river systems, but occur as a component of a number of map units. They occupy a total area of 11 square kilometres or 0.4 per cent of the land area. The soils occur mainly in the fairly warm moderately dry lowland climatic region (Fig. 4). Principally as a consequence of the wide range in soil drainage the soils support a diverse vegetation.

The wet, peaty alluvial soils of the flushed basins, channels and depressions carry a variety of swamp, rush and sedge communities. These commonly include marsh marigold meadow (the Caltha palustris Community), yellow flag swamp (the Iris pseudacorus Community), common spike-rush swamp (the Eleocharis palustris Community), reed swamp (Phragmition), meadow-sweet meadow
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(Valeriano-Filipenduletum), soft rush pasture (the Ranunculus repens-Juncus effusus Community), flea-sedge mire (Caricetum hostiano-pulicaris) and few-flowered spike-rush mire (Carici dioici-Eleocharitetum quinqueflorae). The drier soils are cultivated or laid down in permanent pasture (Lolio-Cynosuretum or the Galium saxatilis-Poa pratensis Community) while grazing pressures on some sites has resulted in the development of white bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifolii).

ORGANIC SOILS

(Map units 3 and 4)

The organic soils occupy a total area of 834 square kilometres or 28.6 per cent of the land area and constitute the most extensive association. The parent materials consist dominantly of dystrophic peat with a far lesser proportion of mesotrophic and eutrophic material. The soils are widely distributed being found in north-east Caithness, Hoy, west Mainland Orkney, Rousay, Eday and Shetland. They cover a considerable part of Shetland and form an almost unbroken cover on Yell, western Unst and large areas of central and western Mainland, but are virtually absent from the serpentine and metagabbro areas of Unst and Fetlar and occupy only small patches in the rugged terrains of Northmaven, North Roe and the Walls peninsula. The soils occur on a variety of slopes ranging from gentle to strong and occasionally steep and they lie mainly in the cool moderately dry lowland and foothill and the cool wet lowland and foothill climatic regions (Fig. 4).

The dominant community on unflushed dystrophic peat is the upland form of the blanket bog association (part of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi) as indicated by the presence of crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) and the moss Rhytidiadelphus loreus. Much of the main peat deposits has been extensively cut over, especially in Shetland, and blanket bog vegetation may be replaced locally by northern bog heather moor (part of Narthecio-Ericetum tetralicis) on the wetter sites or by Atlantic heather moor (Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) where the peat is shallow and well drained. Both the lowland and northern forms of the blanket bog occur in more sheltered situations. The northernmost peat deposits at Hermaness on Unst carry a form of upland blanket bog closely related to the mountain peat association (Rhytidiadelpho-Sphagnetum fuscii). Bog whortleberry (Vaccinium uliginosum) has its most extensive occurrence here and a sedge with characteristics midway between those of common sedge (Carex nigra) and stiff sedge (C. bigelowii) is also present.

Within the large expanses of blanket peat are flushed gullies, slopes and channels that carry a more varied flora. It is in these sites that sheep gain the best grazings. The more dystrophic flushes are dominated by soft rush (Juncus effusus), common sedge (Carex nigra), common cotton-grass (Eriophorum angustifolium) or flying bent (Molinia caerulea), whilst the more eutrophic areas carry white bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifolii) which may be rich in sedges. Heath rush (Juncus squarrosus) often supercedes white bent (Nardus stricta) as the most abundant species. A large area of blanket peat to the west of Saversfield on Mainland Shetland has been gradually improved over many years by the application of fertilizers and now carries an extensive sward of white bent.

Where blanket peat borders the exposed cliffs of the islands, especially in the west, the incidence of salt-spray has resulted in the formation of a narrow band of maritime communities, the principal of which is a mosaic of sea plantain—
Plate 6. Head of Skella Dale, Shetland, showing the characteristic undulating landscape of blanket peat (map unit 4). The peat is generally deep (+one metre in thickness) and poorly eroded. The vegetation is mainly upland blanket bog with local rush- and sedge-dominated flushes. Class 6.3 land. Institute of Geological Sciences photograph published by permission of the Director; NERC copyright.

Plate 7. Cut-over blanket peat at Mid Hill, Birsay, Orkney (map unit 4d). Class 6.3 land.
crowberry heath (the *Plantago maritima*-*Empetrum nigrum* Community) and vernal squill maritime pasture (the *Scilla verna*-*Festuca rubra* Community).

The flushed mesotrophic peats of basins, flats and depressions carry a vegetation cover similar in every respect to that of the wet alluvial soils, the most commonly encountered communities being marsh marigold meadow (the *Caltha palustris* Community), yellow flag swamp (the *Iris pseudacorus* Community) and soft rush pasture (the *Ranunculus repens*-*Juncus effusus* Community).

**Map unit 3** comprises basin and valley peats with peat and peaty alluvial soils the principal component soils. The unit occupies 33 square kilometres (4 per cent of the association or 1.1 per cent of the land area) and is widely distributed. Fine examples occur at Glims Moss in Orkney and at Petta Dale in Shetland. The parent materials are usually dystrophic peat but sometimes mesotrophic peat. Land use is restricted to rough grazing.

**Map unit 4** is blanket peat with minor peaty alluvial soils and peaty gleys. Some of the peat is flushed. The parent materials are usually dystrophic peat. The unit occupies 801 square kilometres (96 per cent of the association) and covers 27.4 per cent of the land area (Table A). Three phases have been mapped: (i) undifferentiated peat, i.e. a complex of more or less equal proportions of shallow peat (peat thicknesses ranging from 50 to 100 centimetres) and deep peat (ii) deep peat, i.e. peat thicknesses in excess of 100 centimetres; and (iii) eroded peat, evident in Shetland. The deep phase accounts for 443 square kilometres and the eroded phase for 307 square kilometres. Land use is restricted to rough grazings and minor sporting interests. The peat is extracted locally for domestic heating purposes.

**THE ARKAIG ASSOCIATION**

(Map units 19, 23, 24, 28, 29 and 31)

The Arkaig Association comprises drifts derived from schists, gneisses, granulites and quartzites principally of the Moine series. It is confined to Shetland where it occurs mainly as a brown coarse- and moderately coarse-textured drift derived from acid schists and gneisses of Moinian type. Colluvium and rock debris are minor parent materials. The association occupies 308 square kilometres or 10.6 per cent of the land area. Drift cover is generally thin and patchy being confined largely to infilled valleys and depressions in a generally ice-scoured landscape. A wide range of landforms is encountered but the association is most generally typified by strongly undulating moderately rocky or very rocky lowland or foothill or by weakly stepped hillslopes. The association is also mapped on steep or very steep, non-rocky or moderately rocky hillslopes and on gently to strongly sloping, non-rocky, undulating lowlands and hills.

The association is dominated by peaty gleys and peat developed on slopes ranging from gentle to very steep. The peaty gleys are generally poorly drained and may possess indurated horizons. Peaty podzols and peaty rankers occur on the more steep slopes, the peaty podzols usually possessing a thin iron pan and generally being freely drained below the pan: the rankers are associated with the proximity of rock. The association lies mainly in the cool moderately dry lowland climatic region but extends into cool wet lowland and foothill.

Northern bog heather moor (part of Narthecio-Ericetum tetralicis) and upland blanket bog (part of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi) occur extensively on the peaty gleys and peat of the gentler slopes and flats with common cotton-grass bog (part
of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi) on the flushed dystrophic sites and white bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifolioe) on the steeper, more eutrophic flushed slopes and flat alluvial channels. Dry Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) is found in association with the peaty podzols and peaty rankers of the steep hill slopes and valley sides and where grazing pressure has been maintained at a sufficient level over a prolonged period, or where there is enrichment due to flushing, heath grass–white bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifolioe) has developed. The northern form of the Atlantic heather moor may be found on more exposed sites and, at Funzie on Fetlar, the adverse combination of exposure and soil (shallow peat on rock) has resulted in the formation of a woolly fringe-moss (Racomitrium lanuginosum)-dominated vegetation closely allied to alpine azalea–lichen heath (Alectorio-Callunetum vulgaris). The vegetation is excessively wind-cut and contains stiff sedge (Carex bigelowii), golden-rod (Solidago virgaurea) and the lichens Corniculana aculeata and Cetraria islandica. Where peaty soils fringe sea cliffs exposed to salt-spray, the moorland community of sea plantain-crowberry heath (the Plantago maritima-Empetrum nigrum Community) is found in association with vernal squill maritime pasture (the Scilla verna-Festuca rubra Community).

Flushed channels, flats and basins of the lowlands are the site of marsh marigold (Caltha palustris) and allied swamp communities, soft rush pasture (the Ranunculus repens-Juncus effusus Community) and sedge mires on peat, peaty alluvium and humic gleys. Arable fields and permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxatile-Poa pratensis Community) are found on cultivated soils associated with crofting areas.

**Map unit 19** is a complex consisting of peaty gleys and noncalcareous gleys with some peat and peaty podzols developed on drift on weakly undulating ground with gentle and strong, non-rocky slopes. It is of widespread but local distribution and occupies 56 square kilometres (18 per cent of the association) or 1.9 per cent of the land area. The unit has lent itself well to reclamation and arable agriculture and much of the unit is farmed; non-cultivated land is utilized as rough grazings.

**Map unit 23** is of limited extent (5 square kilometres—2 per cent of the association and less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and restricted to Lamb Hoga in Fetlar. The complex consists of peaty gleys and peat with some peaty podzols developed on gently to strongly sloping non-rocky ground. The unit is the result of extensive peat extraction for domestic purposes on an island where peat deposits are at a premium. Present-day land use is restricted to rough grazings and peat extraction is much reduced. Soil pattern and wetness are the principal restrictions on land use.

**Map unit 24** is a complex of peat, peaty gleys and peaty podzols developed on drift on steep and very steep non-rocky hills and valley sides. Some flushing is usually present. The complex occupies 51 square kilometres (17 per cent of the association) or 1.7 per cent of the land area. It is of widespread and local occurrence: the unit is well represented on the slopes bounding Dales Voe. Land use is restricted to rough grazings principally by slope and soil, particularly the peat element. The unit is similar to **map unit 31**, a rocky variant.

**Map unit 28** (Fig. 5) comprises peaty gleys and peaty podzols with peaty rankers...
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and local brown forest soils developed on a thin stony drift. Peat and peaty alluvial soils are minor components of the complex. Saline gleys and alpine soils occur locally. The alpine soils occur on the more prominent and most severely exposed rocky knolls; on Fetlar a vegetation closely allied to alpine azalea–lichen heath was noted at a height of 70 metres. The unit occupies 59 square kilometres (19 per cent of the association) or 2 per cent of the land area. It is extensively developed in North Roe, the Burra Isles and Fetlar where it is mapped on the Funzie conglomerate. The complex is associated with undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes; it is moderately rocky and locally non-rocky. The peaty gleys together with the peat and peaty alluvial components occupy the flats and channels between rocky ridges and knolls. Peaty gleys also dominate the less steep slopes, being sometimes replaced by peaty podzols and rankers as the gradient increases and the drift thins. The unit is generally utilized as rough grazings with some arable cropping where soil, slope, soil pattern and climate permit. The unit is related to map unit 29; both occupy similar landscapes but map unit 29 is wetter and contains a far greater proportion of peat.

Map unit 29 (Fig. 6) occupies 119 square kilometres (39 per cent of the association) or 4 per cent of the land area and comprises peaty gleys and peat with some peaty rankers and peaty podzols developed on thin, stony drift, colluvium and rock. The soils are developed on strongly undulating lowlands with gentle, strong and steep, occasionally very steep, slopes. The unit is generally moderately rocky but may be very rocky and rarely non-rocky. The peaty gleys and peat occupy the flats and channels between rocky knolls and ridges and the lower slopes of the ridges. The peaty gleys dominate the middle and upper slopes, being sometimes replaced by peaty podzols on the more steep slopes. The peaty rankers are associated with the steepest slopes and the proximity of rock. The peat is usually shallow and sometimes flushed. Saline gleys occur locally. The unit is well represented on Lunna Ness, on the Lunnasting and Eswick peninsulas and on Whalsay. Land use is generally restricted to rough grazings but some minor arable cropping is undertaken where topography and soil permit.

Map unit 31 comprises peaty gleys, peaty rankers and peaty podzols and is mapped on steep and very steep moderately rocky and very rocky hill and valley sides. Some flushing is usually present. Drift cover is thin, patchy and restricted to

Figure 5. Idealized cross-section of landforms and soils in map unit 28
Plate 8. Elswick peninsula, South Nesting, Shetland, looking northwards over the typically strongly undulating landscape of map unit 29 (Arkaig Association) with rocky ridges and knolls. The soils are dominated by peaty gleys and peat and generally support northern bog heather moor. Class 6.3 land.

Figure 6. Idealized cross-section of landforms and soils in map units 29, 127 and 571
### Table A Areas of soil map units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSOCIATION (sq. km, % Total Area)</th>
<th>MAP UNIT</th>
<th>AREA (sq. km)</th>
<th>% Land Area</th>
<th>% Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALLUVIAL SOILS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORGANIC SOILS (834 sq. km, 28.6%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4e</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARKAIG (308 sq. km, 10.6%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5b</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAMS BAY (295 sq. km, 10.1%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CREENY (295 sq. km, 10.1%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COUNTESSWELLS (144 sq. km, 4.9%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DARLEITH/KIRKTONMOOR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEECastle</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUNNET (69 sq. km, 2.4%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUNHILL (2 sq. km, 0.3%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOULAND (32 sq. km, 1.1%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRASERBURGH (61 sq. km, 2.1%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSOCIATION (sq. km, % Total Area)</th>
<th>MAP UNIT</th>
<th>AREA (sq. km)</th>
<th>% Land Area</th>
<th>% Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSCH</strong> (21 sq. km, 0.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LESLEY (60 sq. km, 2.1%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LINKS</strong> (13 sq. km, 0.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LYMEDARBY</strong> (13 sq. km, 0.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>399</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RACKWICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SKEBBERRY</strong> (61 sq. km, 2.1%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>461</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOURHOPE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>478</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRICHEN</strong> (22 sq. km, 0.8%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THURSO</strong> (809 sq. km, 27.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>538</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WALLS</strong> (103 sq. km, 3.5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>570</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>572</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>573</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BUILT-UP AREAS**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the lower slopes. The complex occupies 18 square kilometres (6 per cent of the association) or 0.6 per cent of the land area and is of local distribution being best displayed on the valley slopes to the east of Loch of Strom. Land use is restricted to flushing, with moderate grazing values. Slope, rockiness and the general shallowness of the soils are the principal limitations of land use.

THE CANISBAY ASSOCIATION

(Map units 78–83)
The Canisbay Association comprises drifts derived from sandstones and flagstones of Middle Old Red Sandstone age. The dominant parent material is a compact, slowly permeable reddish brown or red moderately fine-textured, moderately stony till; the stone fraction is commonly strongly weathered and poses few mechanical problems for farmers. The till is of variable thickness, the average being around 120 centimetres but deeper sections occur principally where valleys and bays have been infilled. The till is sometimes calcareous at depth and contains fragments of shells. A moderately coarse- to medium-textured drift is found locally. This drift is usually thinner than the till and is often indurated.

The association occupies 295 square kilometres or approximately 10 per cent of the land area and dominates east Mainland Orkney, South Ronaldsay, Flotta, Shapinsay, Stronsay and Westray. It also occurs as a narrow strip along the north and north-east coasts of Caithness. The association occupies gently undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes and rarely occurs on steep slopes.

The association lies mainly in the fairly warm moderately dry lowland climatic region but extends into the cool moderately dry lowland region.

Poorly drained soils—noncalcareous gleys, peaty gleys and saline gleys—dominate and units based principally on these soils occupy some 80 per cent of the association. The predominance of poorly drained soils is the result of three interacting features: (i) a compact, slowly permeable sandy clay loam or clay loam till; (ii) a climate of low summer temperatures, high relative humidities and low evapo-transpiration potential; and (iii) a subdued topography of mainly gentle relief. There is little doubt that the majority of the noncalcareous gleys result from the cultivation of peaty gleys; many of the soils contain high amounts of organic matter in the Ap horizon and often have a zone of organic staining, typical of that found in peaty gleys, present immediately below it. Shallow ploughing is traditional, the plough depth rarely exceeding 35 centimetres. The soils demand draining with permeable infill a general requisite as the soils commonly have a high fine sand or silt content. The soils will rarely hold a mole drain; the clay content is usually too low and the high proportion of strongly weathered sandstone and flagstone encourages the collapse of the tunnel. Most of the soils would benefit from subsoiling. Trace elements may pose a problem. Cobalt figures are usually low and copper marginal.

Much of the association is under extensive arable cultivation or ley and permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxatile–Poa pratensis Community). The peaty podzols and peaty gleys of the hill slopes carry dry and moist Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae), with the northern form occurring on the exposed tops. A variety of swamp communities dominated by species such as marsh marigold (the Caltha palustris Community), yellow flag (the Iris pseudacorus Community) and common spike-rush (the Eleocharis palustris Community) and sedge mires occupy flushed flats, channels and basins on peat and peaty alluvium. A significant element of the vegetation is
the mosaic of maritime communities on the exposed headlands, usually sea plantain crowberry heath (the Plantago maritima-Emetrum nigrum Community) and vernal squill maritime pasture (the Scilla verna-Festuca rubra Community).

Map unit 78 is dominated by brown forest soils with subsidiary noncalcareous gleys. The brown forest soils are developed on stony sandy loam or loam, rarely sandy clay loam, drift which is often indurated. A thin iron pan is sometimes present on the upper surface of the indurated horizon. The soils are freely or imperfectly drained. The complex occurs on non-rocky undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes. It occupies 9 square kilometres (3 per cent of the association) or 0.3 per cent of the land area and is locally distributed in east Mainland Orkney. Most of the land is cultivated and in arable rotation or ley and permanent pastures with climate the principal limitation on land use.

Map unit 79 dominates the association, accounting for 223 square kilometres or 76 per cent of the association (7.6 per cent of the land area). The complex consists of noncalcareous gleys with minor peaty gleys and brown forest soils. The soils are developed on the sandy clay loam or clay loam till on undulating lowlands with gentle, non-rocky slopes. The noncalcareous gleys are principally poorly drained surface-water gleys but some imperfectly and very poorly drained gley soils occur locally. The unit contains a few ground-water gleys. The distribution of the unit parallels that of the association as a whole. The unit is almost entirely cultivated and in arable rotation or ley and permanent pastures. Climate and soil wetness are the principal limitations on land use.
Map unit 80 comprises brown forest soils and noncalcareous gleys or peaty podzols and peaty gleys with ranker soils and locally, saline gleys, developed on generally thin drift with pockets of deeper till and colluvium. The soils occur on undulating and strongly undulating ground with gentle and strong slopes and on steep stepped hillsides. The unit is generally non-rocky but can be moderately rocky. The complex occupies 18 square kilometres (6 per cent of the association) or 0.6 per cent of the land area and occurs most extensively on Shapinsay with lesser areas on North Ronaldsay, Papa Westray and South Ronaldsay. The gley soils occur on flats and channels and on the treads of the stepped hillsides while the brown forest soils, rankers and peaty podzols are found on the steeper slopes and crests and on the risers. Much of the unit is cultivated and in arable rotation or ley and permanent pastures but slope, soil pattern, rockiness and climate can, as in Papa Westray and North Ronaldsay, severely limit land use.

Map unit 81 is a complex consisting mainly of peaty podzols with some peaty gleys and shallow peat. The soils are usually developed on sandy loam or loam drift but may occur on sandy clay loam till. Induration is usually absent. The soils are generally freely drained below a thin iron pan but imperfect drainage is more common on the finer textured drifts. The unit occurs on undulating lowlands with gentle and strong non-rocky slopes and on steep non-rocky hillsides. The complex is widely distributed in Orkney and occupies 30 square kilometres (10 per cent of the association) or 1 per cent of the land area. Land use is largely restricted to rough grazings but some reclamation has occurred where limitations of soil, particularly the thickness of the organic surface horizons, and slope permit.

Map unit 82 is comprised principally of peaty gleys with some shallow peat and minor peaty podzols and is developed on the sandy clay loam or clay loam till on gently sloping non-rocky ground. The peaty gleys are mainly poorly drained surface-water gleys although some very poorly drained surface-water and ground-water gleys do occur locally. The unit occupies 9 square kilometres (3 per cent of the association) or 0.3 per cent of the land area and is widely distributed throughout east Mainland Orkney and South Ronaldsay. Soil limitations, wetness and to some extent climate restrict land use to rough grazings.

Map unit 83 is of minor extent (6 square kilometres—2 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and comprises saline gleys developed on a clay loam till. The till is strongly weathered and strongly gleyed and leached and sometimes possesses a strong coarse columnar structure. The soils are influenced profoundly by salt-spray and sea-gusting and have extremely high sodium and magnesium contents. The unit occurs on gently sloping ground which is often strongly eroded. It is usually non-rocky but may be bouldery. The complex is found locally along the eastern seaboard of Orkney and on Stroma. Land use is restricted to rough grazings of moderate value. Soil limitations and exposure are the principal factors restricting land use.

THE COUNTESSWELLS/DALBEATTIE/PRIESTLAW ASSOCIATIONS

(Map units 117, 127, 131 and 136)

These associations comprise soils developed on drifts derived from granite and granitic rocks. They have been amalgamated for the 1:250 000 soil survey but only soils of the Countesswells Association occur on Sheet 1 and are confined to
Shetland. The principal parent material is a stony and very stony brown or reddish yellow coarse-textured drift derived from granite, granophyre and granodiorite. The drift is patchily distributed, generally thin, and confined largely to depressions between rocky hillocks and to lower hillslopes. Frost-sorted debris occurs as a local parent material.

The association occurs most extensively in western Shetland in Northmaven, extending from Muckle Roe to North Roe and including Ronas Hill. It is found in the south-west of the Walls peninsula around Easter Skeld, around Sullom Voe and around Spiggie in the extreme south of Mainland Shetland. The area of the association is 144 square kilometres or 4.9 per cent of the land area.

The association lies mainly within the cool moderately dry lowland and the cool wet lowland and foothill climatic regions but extends into the very cold wet upland region on Ronas Hill.

The dominant landform of the association comprises rugged and strongly undulating moderately rocky and locally very rocky lowlands and foothills with strong and steep slopes. The association also occurs on very steep and very rocky slopes and on non-rocky hills and valley sides with gentle to steep slopes. Ronas Hill offers a gently to strongly sloping summit that varies in rockiness from non-to very rocky but which is generally extremely bouldery.

The dominant soils of the association are peaty gleys, peat and peaty rankers with peaty podzols on the more regular strong and steep slopes. The peaty gleys and peat occupy flats and channels between rocky hillocks and knolls and lower, gentle and smooth slopes. The peaty gleys are generally poorly drained and may be indurated. The peaty podzols are mainly freely drained below a thin iron pan and usually possess an indurated or cemented B horizon. Alpine soils occur locally and principally in the Ronas Hill area.

Moist northern Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinerariae), white bent and flying bent grassland (part of Juncosquarrosi-Festucetum tenuifoliiæ) and upland blanket bog (part of Erica-Sphagnetum papillosi) are the most extensive of the plant communities found on both the peaty gleys and peat of the rugged lowlands and foothills. Dry Atlantic heather moor occurs on the peaty podzols and peaty rankers of steeper slopes and dry boreal heather moor (part of Vaccinio-Ericetum cinerariae) may be found locally where the effects of exposure are more severe. A herb-rich community with affinities to both boreal heather moor and alpine azalea–lichen heath occurs on Ronas Hill as bands of vegetation on the ‘risers’ of the stepped hillside. Species here include wild thyme (Thymus drucez), common violet (Viola riviniana) and slender St John’s wort (Hypericum pulchrum), with bog whortleberry (Vaccinium uliginosum), alpine lady’s-mantle (Alchemilla alpina) and alpine clubmoss (Lycopodium alpinum). Ronas Hill itself and much of the surrounding landscape is covered with fellfield—barren areas of rubble with a very sparse plant cover (Spence, 1979, 1980). The mountain communities of alpine azalea–lichen heath (Alectorio-Callunetum vulgaris) and fescue–woolly fringe-moss heath (Festuco-Racomitrietum lanuginosii) are scattered across the exposed slopes and summits where least willow (Salix herbacea), mountain azalea (Loiseleuria procumbens), spiked woodrush (Luzula spicata) and three-leaved rush (Juncus trifidus) are found. Downslope of the heath-covered solifluction lobes are more extensive areas of white bent-dominated vegetation. These snow-bed and flush communities include mountain white bent grassland (the Carex bigelowi–Festuca vivipara Association), bog whortleberry heath (the Racomitrium lanuginosii–Vaccinium uliginosum Association) and alpine clubmoss snow-bed (the Lycopodium alpinum–Nardus stricta Community).
THE SOIL MAP UNITS

The reclaimed crofting areas of the lowlands support arable fields and permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Calamum saxatile–Poa pratensis Community). Marsh marigold (Caltha palustris) and allied swamp communities, soft rush pasture (the Ranunculus repens–Juncus effusus Community) and sedge mires colonize the flushed peat and alluvium of the wetter lowland sites.

Map unit 117 consists of peaty podzols and humus-iron podzols with some peaty gleys. Peat and peaty alluvial soils are a minor component and saline gleys occur locally. The unit is widely distributed and occupies 40 square kilometres (30 per cent of the association) or 1.4 per cent of the land area. The soils are developed on drift of variable thickness on hill and valley sides with gentle and strong, occasionally steep, slopes and on undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes. The unit is generally non-rocky but is locally moderately rocky. The complex is in part cultivated, particularly in the Quendale–Spiggie district of south Mainland, supporting arable crops and ley or permanent pastures; elsewhere land use is largely restricted by soil and slope limitations to rough grazings.

Map unit 127 (Fig. 6) occupies 83 square kilometres (60 per cent of the association) or 2.8 per cent of the land area and dominates Northmaven from Muckle Roe to North Roe. The complex comprises peaty gleys and peat with peaty rankers and peaty podzols developed on thin stony drift and rock and occurs on hills and strongly undulating, often rugged, moderately rocky and very rocky lowlands with strong and steep, occasionally very steep, slopes. The peaty gleys and peat occupy both drift-filled hollows between rocky hillocks and ridges and the lower and middle slopes where the drift begins to thin. Peaty podzols are found on the middle, more steep and regular slopes while peaty rankers dominate the drift-free upper slopes and crests. Land use is almost entirely restricted to rough grazings but a little arable cropping does occur where topographical limitations are less severe; such cropping areas are mainly confined to coastal strips.

Map unit 131 of limited extent (6 square kilometres—less than 5 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and occurs on steep, very steep and precipitous very rocky hill and valley slopes. Ranker soils dominate the unit with some peaty gleys; some flushing is usually apparent. The unit is best presented at Beorgs of Skelberry in North Roe. Land use is much restricted and confined to rough grazings.

Map unit 136 consists of alpine soils with some peat and subalpine soils. The complex occupies 15 square kilometres (10 per cent of the association) or 0.5 per cent of the land area. The unit is generally associated with mountain summits but in Shetland a combination of high latitude and harsh climate, particularly severe exposure, has markedly lowered the basal level of the unit to approximately 200 metres. The unit is largely confined to the Collafirth–Ronas Hill area of North Roe. The soils are developed on frost-shattered and frost-sorted debris on gentle and strong, occasionally steep, slopes. Rockiness varies from non- to very rocky and the complex is usually extremely bouldery. The unit displays the classic patterned-ground features associated with wind and frost action (Ball and Goodier, 1974). Land use is much restricted, but the unit does offer some seasonal rough grazings.
ORKNEY AND SHETLAND

These associations comprise soils developed on drifts derived from basaltic rocks. The two associations have been amalgamated for the 1:250 000 soil survey but only soils of the Darleith Association occur in the area. The association is of very minor extent (1 square kilometre or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and is confined to north-west Hoy where it occurs on basaltic lavas and tuffs of Upper Old Red Sandstone age. The principal parent material is a weak red or brown moderately coarse-textured stony drift. The association lies within the cool wet lowland climatic region.

The dominant vegetation of the association is dry herb-rich Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) with species such as birdsfoot-trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), wild thyme (Thymus drucei), slender St John's wort (Hypericum pulchrum), mountain everlasting (Antennaria dioica) and common violet (Viola riviniana).

Map unit 151 comprises freely drained brown forest soils with humus-iron podzols and minor peaty rankers developed on thin stony drift and locally on rock on steep or very steep slightly rocky hillslopes. Land use is largely restricted to
rough grazings but some mechanical improvement of the sward is practicable on less-steep slopes.

THE DEECastle ASSOCIATION

(Map unit 165)
The Deecastle Association comprises drifts derived from Dalradian limestones and calc-silicate rocks. The association occupies 30 square kilometres or 1 per cent of the land area and is restricted to Shetland where it dominates the Tingwall valley, Whiteness peninsula and the Weisdale valley. Crystalline limestone and calc-silicate rocks and a brown moderately coarse-textured drift containing schists are the principal parent materials. The association lies mainly within the cool moderately dry lowland climatic region.

Map unit 165 (Fig. 7) is composed of freely and imperfectly drained brown forest soils with brown rankers, poorly drained noncalcareous gleys and local peaty alluvial soils. The unit occurs on valley sides, usually weakly stepped, with gentle and strong, occasionally steep, slightly rocky or very rocky slopes and on gently sloping lowlands and valley bottoms with isolated ridges and knolls.

Influence of the limestone on vegetation is largely confined to the brown forest soils and brown rankers of narrow rock outcrops where the soils support herb-rich bent–fescue grassland (part of Achilleo-Festucetum tenuifoliae) and to flushed channels and basins where marsh marigold (*Caltha palustris*), yellow flag (*Iris pseudacorus*) and allied swamp and sedge communities predominate. Where landform and soil depth permit the soils are cultivated or carry permanent pastures (*Lolio-Cynosuretum*, and the *Galium saxatile–Poa pratensis* Community). Vernal squill maritime pasture (the *Scilla verna–Festuca rubra* Community) occurs on sites exposed to salt-spray.

The better agricultural land is associated with the soils of the Deecastle Association—and undoubtedly with the partial protection from exposure afforded by valley situations. Land use on the steeper and more rockier slopes is restricted to rough grazings but mechanical improvement of the sward is considered to be practicable in most instances.

The limestone rocks are quarried as a source of agricultural lime.
THE DUNNET ASSOCIATION

(Map units 176-178)

The soils of the Dunnet Association are developed on drifts derived from sandstones of the Upper Old Red Sandstone. The association occupies (69 square kilometres or 2.4 per cent of the land area and is confined to Dunnet Head in Caithness and to Hoy. The principal parent material on Hoy is a yellow or red coarse- and moderately coarse-textured drift. Occasionally on Hoy but extensively on Dunnet Head the parent material is weathered sandstone rock. A bouldery morainic drift occurs locally and frost-sorted debris occupies the highest hills of Hoy.

The association lies mainly within the cool moderately dry lowland and foothill climatic region but extends into the cool wet foothill and upland region on Hoy.

The association occurs on a number of landforms but dominantly on undulating lowlands and foothills with gentle and strong slopes. Peaty podzols and peat are the principal soils, the peaty podzols being generally freely drained below a thin iron pan but occasionally imperfectly drained. Peaty gleys and alpine soils occur locally.

The drier slopes of the lowlands and lower foothills carry dry Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) on peaty podzols, with the herb-rich form occurring on the steeper valley sides with flushed brown forest soils and humus-iron podzols. Common sallow scrub (the *Salix atrocinerea* Community) and dry birchwood (part of Blechno-Quercetum) are also found locally on these valley sites that afford some shelter, notably at Segal and Berriedale (Bullard and Goode, 1975). Moist Atlantic heather moor and, to a lesser extent, bog heather and northern bog heather moor (Narthecio-Ericetum tetralicis) occur on the peaty gleys of the wetter sites. Level and gently sloping ground carries blanket bog (Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi); soft rush pasture (the *Ranunculus repens-Juncus effusus* Community) and sedge communities such as flea-sedge mire (Caricetum hostiano-pulicaris) and bog-rush mire (the *Schoenus nigricans* Community) are found in the flushed peaty channels and basins throughout the landscape. Some surface improvement has been possible in the more favourable lowland areas and permanent pastures. (*Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxatile-Poa pratensis* Community) have been established.

Further up the hill slopes as exposure becomes more severe, there is a transition from northern Atlantic heather moor on the podzols and peaty gleys to dry and lichen-rich boreal heather moor (part of Vaccinio-Ericetum cinereae) and finally to alpine azalea-lichen heath (Alectorio-Callunetum vulgaris) on the alpine soils of the hill tops. Least willow (*Salix herbacea*) may be present in this last community, notably on Ward Hill and Knap of Trowieglen on Hoy. Bog whortleberry heath (the *Racomitrium lanuginosum-Vaccinium uliginosum* Association) and mountain white bent grassland (part of the *Carex bigelowii-Festuca vivipara* Association) occur in association with the wetter snow-bed soils and upland blanket bog (part of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi) is found on the high-level peats. The gullies and ledges of the high sandstone cliffs and screes carry a rich flushed montane vegetation, often dominated by ferns or the greater woodrush (*Luzula sylvatica*), but including species such as rose-root (*Sedum rosea*), alpine saussurea (*Saussurea alpina*), mountain sorrel (*Oxyria digyna*), golden-rod (*Solidago virgaurea*) and yellow mountain-saxifrage (*Saxifraga azoides*) (Prentice and Prentice, 1975).
Plate 11. Cullage and the Ford of Hoy, Hoy, Orkney, showing the relationship of the soil map units of the Dunnet Association to the landscape. Map unit 176 (principally peaty podzols and peat) occurs on the lower hilltops while map unit 177 (dominantly peaty podzols with locally peaty rankers and lithosols) is found on the steep and very steep, flushed and generally non-rocky but locally very rocky (centre left) middle and upper slopes. Map unit 178, alpine soils, occurs on the stong upper slopes and plateau hill top (top left). Map units 176 and 177 are class 6.5 land and map unit 178 is class 7.

Map unit 176 is dominated by peaty podzols with peat and peaty rankers. The peaty podzols are developed on drift, weathered rock or outwash fans. The complex is mapped on undulating lowlands and foothills with gentle and strong non-rocky, occasionally slightly rocky, slopes and stepped hillsides: the unit occurs locally on hummocky moraine in the valley of the South Burn on Hoy. The complex occupies 45 square kilometres (65 per cent of the association) or 1.5 per cent of the land area and occurs on Dunnet Head and on the lower and lower middle slopes of the Hoy hills as well as in the South Burn valley. Much of the unit is consigned to rough grazings but some lower slopes have been reclaimed and laid down to permanent pastures.

Map unit 177 occupies 15 square kilometres (20 per cent of the association) or 0.5 per cent of the land area and is mapped on the steep or very steep and precipitous hill and valley slopes of north-west Hoy. The degree of rockiness is variable, ranging from non-rocky to very rocky and the steepest slopes are usually strongly gullied, with stabilized scree. The principal soils are peaty podzols and peaty gleys with some peat, the soils being generally flushed and much influenced by soil-creep. Lithosols and ranker soils dominate the very steep, very rocky and gullied slopes. Land use is restricted to rough grazings with slope and local extreme rockiness the principal limiting factors.
Map unit 178 is a complex based on alpine soils with some subalpine soils and peat. Regosols developed on windblown sand are also included. The unit occupies 9 square kilometres (15 per cent of the association) or 0.3 per cent of the land area and occurs on the highest hills of Hoy at heights generally above 275 to 300 metres. The soils are usually podzolic, but brown soils and gleys are also found; peat is largely confined to gullies.

The soils occur on gentle and strong upper hillslopes and on plateau summits; the unit is generally slightly rocky but stony and bouldery. Extensive terrace and stripe development is found (Goodier and Ball, 1975).

Land use is much restricted and confined to seasonal rough grazings.

THE DURNHILL ASSOCIATION
(Map units 191 and 193)

The Durnhill Association comprises drifts derived from quartzites, quartzose schists and quartzose grits. It is of minor extent (2 square kilometres or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and occurs only in Shetland on Yell on the Hill of Oxnabool in the Sullom area. The principal parent material is a brown or yellowish brown coarse- and moderately coarse-textured stony drift; drift cover is usually patchy and thin.

The association lies within the cool wet lowland and foothill climatic region.

The principal soils are peaty podzols, peaty rankers, alpine soils and peat. The peaty podzols and peaty rankers generally support dry Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) while the peat is associated with upland blanket bog (part of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi). The alpine soils occur on the exposed ridges of Arisdale and Oxnabool and carry a wind-cut vegetation mosaic of alpine azalea–lichen heath (Alectorio-Callunetum vulgaris) and fescue–woolly fringe-moss heath (Festuco-Racometrietum lanuginosi) in which least willow (Salix herbacea) is often present.

Map unit 191 consists of peaty podzols and peaty rankers with peat and occurs on steep and very steep moderately rocky hillslopes at Virdi Water on Yell, the soils being developed either on thin, stony drift or on rock. The unit occupies 1 square kilometre (50 per cent of the association) or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area. Slope and soil restrict land use to rough grazings.

Map unit 193 is based dominantly on alpine soils with some subalpine soils, peaty rankers, peaty podzols and peat. The unit occurs on gently sloping slightly rocky but stony and bouldery, hill summits. The summits are generally narrow and extremely exposed. The unit occupies 1 square kilometre (50 per cent of the association) or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area and is found on the Hill of Arisdale on Yell and on Hill of Oxnabool on Mainland Shetland. The unit is generally associated with mountain tops but in Shetland a combination of high latitude and severe exposure reduces the basal level of the complex to approximately 200 metres. Land use is much restricted and confined by climate and soils to rough grazings.
THE SOIL MAP UNITS

THE FOUDLAND ASSOCIATION
(Map units 240, 246 and 253)
The Foudland Association comprises drifts derived from slates, phyllites and other weakly metamorphosed argillaceous rocks. It occupies 32 square kilometres or 1.1 per cent of the land area and occurs on the fringing slopes of the Clift Hills in south Mainland Shetland, on Unst and Fetlar.

The parent material is usually a thin stony grey, greyish brown or brown moderately coarse- and medium-textured drift derived from phyllitic schists. On Unst and Fetlar the drift contains a proportion of basic and ultrabasic metamorphic rocks. Weathered rock and hard rock occur locally as parent materials.

The association lies within the cool moderately dry lowland and cool wet lowland and foothill climatic regions. It occupies two principal landforms, undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes and steep or very steep hill and valley sides. The dominant soils are peaty gleys developed on thin drift or rock, locally on pockets of deeper drift. Peaty podzols are rare and peat, largely confined to basins, occurs locally.

The undulating lowlands generally carry northern Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) on peaty gleys and, to a lesser extent, peaty podzols. On steeper slopes the peaty podzols locally support dry Atlantic heather moor. Heath grass–white bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifoliae) is found on the steeper, more flushed sites where the stag’s-horn moss (Lycopodium clavatum)—rare in Shetland—occurs. The flushed slopes, channels and basins with peat or peaty alluvial soils are colonized by soft rush pasture (the Ranunculus repens–Juncus effusus Community), marsh marigold meadow (the Caltha palustris Community) and allied swamp and sedge mire communities. Upland blanket bog (part of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi) occurs locally on the small areas of unflushed peat. Where salt-spray has increased the salinity of the soils, vernal squill maritime pasture (the Scilla verna–Festuca rubra Community) has become established. Arable fields and permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxatile–Poa pratensis Community) are found on the more amenable lowland sites.

Map unit 240 is a complex of minor extent (2 square kilometres—5 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and local distribution. The unit is dominated by freely drained brown forest soils and brown rankers with minor noncalcareous gleys. Saline gleys and peaty alluvial soils occur locally. The soils occur on undulating lowlands and weakly stepped hillsides with strong and steep, occasionally very steep, slopes; the unit is usually moderately rocky but is locally very rocky. Land use is restricted to rough grazings with rockiness and slope the principal limitations. Some mechanical improvement of less-steep and less-rocky ground is practicable.

Map unit 246 consists of peaty gleys and noncalcareous gleys with some peat and minor peaty podzols. The soils occur on weakly undulating lowlands with gentle and strong non-rocky slopes. The peat occupies well-defined basins. The organo-mineral soils are generally shallow with thin organic surface horizons. The complex occurs on Unst, around Muness and on Fetlar and occupies 15 square kilometres (45 per cent of the association) or 0.5 per cent of the land area.

The unit is partly cultivated but where climate, particularly exposure, and soils impose limitations, land use is restricted to rough grazings.
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Map unit 253 comprises peaty gleys and peat with some peaty podzols. The unit occupies 15 square kilometres (approximately 45 per cent of the association) or 0.5 per cent of the land area and occurs on steeply and very steeply inclined and sometimes weakly stepped slopes of the Cliff Hills. The slopes are usually non-rocky but are occasionally moderately rocky when stepped. The soils are often strongly flushed. Slope and wetness restrict land use to rough grazings but grazing values are generally moderate.

THE FRASERBURGH ASSOCIATION
(Map units 261 and 262)

The Fraserburgh Association comprises soils developed on shelly sands. In north-east Caithness, Orkney and Shetland the sands are windblown deposits which occur locally around some of the more open, shallow bays of the area. The association covers 61 square kilometres or 2.1 per cent of the land area.

Three soils are encountered—regosols, brown calcareous soils and calcareous gleys. The soils are characterized by their coarse texture, weak structure, low organic matter and by the presence of shell fragments. They are all calcareous and high pH values are usual. The high pH contributes to serious trace element deficiencies and cobalt, copper and manganese are all low. The soils are highly susceptible to wind erosion. The association includes three basic landforms: (i) high steep-sided, undulating dunes which fringe the coast; (ii) fixed dunes which form a low, gently undulating landscape; and (iii) flat areas of sand and the dune slacks.

The association lies within the fairly warm moderately dry lowland and cool moderately dry lowland climatic regions.

Dunes and dune pasture are found throughout the region but are not extensive in Shetland where the largest area at Quendale has been markedly altered by extraction, cultivation and heavy grazing. The most extensive deposits are on the island of Sanday and on Dunnet Links in Caithness where a full succession of foreshore (the Salsola kali–Atriplex glabrisscula Association), foredunes (Elymo-Agropyretum boreo-atlanticum, Potentillo-Elymetum arenariae), yellow and grey dunes (Elymo-Ammophiletum) and dune slacks.

Eyebright–red fescue dune pasture (Euphrasio-Festucetum arenariae) occurs on the more subdued topography behind the dune systems in most localities, but is often altered by heavy grazing and surface treatment to a permanent pasture (Lolio-Cynosuretum or the Galium saxatile–Poa pratensis Community). Some limited cultivation is carried out locally. The dune pasture on Dunnet Links is noted for the occurrence of the Scottish primrose (Primula scottica). A grassland community dominated by a thick sward of red fescue (Festuca rubra), together with lady's bedstraw (Galium verum), birdsfoot-trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), ribwort (Plantago lanceolata) and smooth meadow-grass (Poa pratensis), is sometimes found on links in the Orkney islands of Sanday, Westray and North Ronaldsay. Its existence is probably due to the influence of salt-spray and the community is akin to vernal squill maritime pasture (the Sczlkz uem-Festuca rubra Community).

The wet hollows of the dune slacks and depressions behind the dune systems support a wide variety of swamp, rush and sedge communities of which silverweed pasture (the Potentilla anserina–Carex nigra Community) is the most commonly encountered. This landform is particularly well exemplified in Sanday where a broad belt of wet links and lochs occupies the greater portion of the eastern limb of the island.
Map unit 261 comprehends brown calcareous soils and calcareous gleys with regosols. The unit occurs on dunes and slacks with a wide range of slopes, the brown calcareous soils and calcareous gleys dominating the fixed dunes and slacks and the regosols the higher and steeper fringe of mobile dunes. The complex occupies 40 square kilometres (65 per cent of the association) or 1.4 per cent of the land area and is widely distributed. Land use is largely restricted to rough grazings although some mechanical improvement of the sward is possible in most areas. In spite of the risks of erosion and the probability of trace element difficulties, part of the unit, particularly in Orkney, is cultivated and laid down to permanent pastures for grazing and conservation but with some arable cropping. The unit offers one of few areas where stock can be out-wintered, as the water-retention capacity of the brown calcareous soils is low and poaching risks are considerably reduced. There is a Forestry Commission plantation at Dunnet in Caithness. The shelly sand deposits are used locally as a source of agricultural lime.

Map unit 262 is dominated by calcareous gleys with some brown calcareous soils, regosols and alluvial soils. The soils occur on gently sloping, weakly undulating ground most usually with a narrow fringe of steep-sided coastsals dunes. The unit occupies 21 square kilometres (35 per cent of the association) or 0.7 per cent of the land area and occurs most extensively on Sanday and North Ronaldsay. Much of the unit is consigned to rough grazings but with a possibility of mechanical improvement of the sward in some areas. In spite of the wetness, risks of erosion and manurial problems, some of the unit is cultivated and laid down largely to permanent pastures for grazing and conservation.

THE INSCH ASSOCIATION
(Map units 320, 323, 327 and 330)

The Insch Association comprises drifts derived from gabbros and allied igneous rocks. It occupies 21 square kilometres or 0.7 per cent of the land area and is confined almost entirely to Unst. The principal parent material is a brown, yellowish brown or greyish brown medium- or moderately fine-textured stony drift derived from metagabbros with some ultrabasic rocks and, locally, acid schists. The drift is patchily distributed and confined to lower slopes and to depressions between rocky hillocks. In some areas the drift is overlain by up to fifty centimetres of coarse rock rubble which may be of periglacial origin. A small area of moraine-like drift occurs around Wethersta on Mainland Shetland.

Two main types of landform occur: (i) strongly and steeply sloping ridged or weakly stepped rocky hillslopes; and (ii) undulating lowlands with rocky ridges and knolls. The association is dominated by peaty gleys and peaty rankers, the peaty gleys being poorly drained with shallow organic surface horizons, the thickness of the O horizon rarely exceeding 15 centimetres. Peaty podzols occur locally and particularly on the moraine-like deposits around Wethersta. Alpine and subalpine soils occur locally on severely exposed hill summits. The association lies within the cool moderately dry lowland and cool wet lowland regions. The characteristic vegetation of the peaty gleys is northern bog heather moor (part of Narthecio-Ericetum tetralicis) in which cushions of woolly fringe-moss
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(Racomitrium lanuginosum) dominate. Northern Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) also occurs on less-exposed peaty gleys and on the drier peaty rankers and peaty podzols; the herb-rich form of northern Atlantic heather moor occurs locally. White bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifoliae) develops on heavily grazed sites.

The vegetation of the alpine soils of the exposed hill tops is dominated by woolly fringe-moss (Racomitrium lanuginosum) and has close affinities with alpine azalea-lichen heath (Alectorio-Callunetum vulgaris). Part of the association has been extensively cultivated and improved. Some arable fields and ley pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum) remain, but much of the crofting land has been abandoned for all but open grazing and has regressed to a permanent pasture dominated by a tall sward of sweet vernal (Anthoxanthum odoratum), Yorkshire fog (Holcus lanatus), red fescue (Festuca rubra) and other grasses (part of the Galium saxatile-Poa pratensis Community). Herb-rich bent-fescue grassland (part of Achilleo-Festucetum tenuifoliae) occurs locally.

Vernal squill maritime pasture (the Scilla verna-Festuca rubra Community) develops locally under the influence of salt-spray. The flushed channels, flats and basins throughout the landscape carry swamp and sedge mires with marsh marigold meadow (the Caltha palustris Community) and few-flowered spike-rush mire (Carici dioicae-Eleocharitetum quinqueflorae) the most common.

Map unit 320 is of minor extent (3 square kilometres—15 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and it occurs on the moraine-like deposits around Wethersta and on gentle and strong hillslopes on thin drift. The complex is generally non-rocky but is locally slightly rocky. The soils comprise peaty podzols and peat with some peaty gleys. Noncalcareous gleys occur locally and minor pockets of peaty alluvium are present throughout the unit.

The drift in the vicinity of Brae is similar to that of the Tarves Association—a mixed drift derived from acid and basic rocks. Soil pattern and wetness largely restrict land use to rough grazings that can generally be improved by mechanical means. Where pattern or slope permits some arable cropping is undertaken.

Map unit 323 of minor extent, occupying 2 square kilometres (10 per cent of the association) or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area but possesses the best soils of the association. It occurs on a largely abandoned coastal crofting strip on the east side of Unst and comprises brown forest soils, often with indurated horizons, and brown rankers with subsidiary flushed gleys and peaty alluvial soils. Saline gleys occur locally. The complex is developed on strongly and steeply sloping ridged or weakly stepped hillsides. It is generally only slightly rocky but is locally very rocky. Mounds of large boulders offer evidence of major rock clearances. Slope and rockiness generally restrict land use to permanent pastures but some arable cropping is practised on the more regular, less-steep and less-rocky slopes.

Map unit 327 consists of peaty gleys and peaty rankers with peaty podzols and minor peat or peaty alluvial soils. Some flushing is usually present. The unit dominates the association, occupying 15 square kilometres (70 per cent of the association) or 0.5 per cent of the land area, and it occurs exclusively in eastern Unst. The soils occur on gentle and steep, moderately and very rocky hillslopes, the slopes often being ridged or weakly stepped. The unit is also mapped on undulating moderately rocky lowlands with ridges and knolls. The soils are developed on patchy and thin drift, the drift being locally overlain by rock
rubble, and on rock. Soil pattern, rockiness and slope impose severe constraints on land use and restrict it to rough grazings.

The unit is related to map unit 323 in that both units occupy similar landforms. Map unit 323 results undoubtedly from the reclamation of more-favoured parts of map unit 327.

Map unit 330 consists of subalpine and alpine soils, principally gleys, with some peaty rankers and peaty gleys. The unit is of minor extent (1 square kilometre – less than 5 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and local distribution occurring in Unst along the Hill of Colvadale ridge. The soils are mainly developed in rock rubble over drift. The unit is generally restricted to mountain summits but in Unst latitude and severe exposure have reduced the basal level of the unit to approximately 100 metres. Exposure imposes severe limitations and restricts land use to rough grazings.

Plate 12. The east-facing slopes of Vinda Field, Unst, Shetland, at a height of approximately 70 m, showing a very rocky and bouldery phase of map unit 327 (Inish Association). The soils are dominantly peaty gleys and peaty rankers and are developed on coarse rock rubble and rock. The vegetation is northern bog heather moor and northern Atlantic heather moor. Class 6.3 land.
The association is mapped on undulating lowlands, on gently and strongly sloping, weakly ridged hillside and on steep hillside. It lies within the cool moderately dry lowland and cool wet lowland climatic regions. The dominant soils of the association are magnesian gleys. The gleys are generally poorly drained although some imperfectly drained gleys do occur. They have mineral rather than organic surface horizons but the A horizon is generally dark coloured with a high organic-matter content. The horizon is generally thin and rarely exceeds 15 centimetres. Cultivated soils possess a dark greyish brown or brown loam Ap horizon. Freely and imperfectly drained brown magnesian soils and ranker soils occur locally. The soils are rich in bases, particularly magnesium, and in iron, nickel and chromium and consequently manurial and trace element problems can be expected. Phosphate demands are heavy, soluble phosphate becoming rapidly unavailable in combination with free iron and herbage may contain amounts of nickel, for example, that are toxic to grazing animals.

The distinctive vegetation of the magnesian gleys of Unst and Fetlar is a mosaic of closely cropped herb-rich heath (sea plantain–bell heather moor) and sedge pasture. The sea plantain–bell heather moor (the Plantago maritima–Erica cinerea Association) includes such species as mountain everlasting (Antennaria dioica), wild thyme (Thymus drucei), slender St John's wort (Hypericum pulchrum), vernal squill (Scilla verna) and lesser clubmoss (Selaginella selaginoides). Running between the tussocky patches of heath are sedge communities, the commonest of which is carnation-grass pasture (the Antennaria dioica–Carex pulicaris Association). Bog-rush mire (the Schoenus nigricans Community), few-flowered spike-rush mire (Carici dioici-Eleocharitetum quinqueflorae) and star sedge mire (Caricetum echinato-paniceae) are also present. The herb-rich heath is replaced by bog heather or northern bog heather moor (Narthecio-Ericetum tetralicis) on sites where a peaty top has developed on the soil. On the barren debris of the Keen of Hamar on Unst is found the Shetland mouse-ear chickweed community (the Cerastium nigrescens–Armeria maritima Association), its only occurrence. This community is equivalent to the Arenaria norvegica–Cardaminopsis petrae fellfield (Spence, 1979, 1980).

Where landform, soil or climate have not been restrictive, some cultivation has been possible and both ley and permanent pastures have been established (Lolio-Cynosuretum). Many of the former crofting areas now carry a degenerate pasture of sweet vernal (Anthoxanthum odoratum), Yorkshire fog (Holcus lanatus) and red fescue (Festuca rubra) which usually form a tall sward (part of the Galium saxatile–Poa pratensis Community). The drier slopes close to crofting areas where grazing pressure is still relatively high support rich rough grassland communities of heath grass–white bent (part of Junco squarrosi–Festucetum tenuifolii) and herb-rich bent–fescue (part of Achilles–Festucetum tenuifolii) on brown magnesian soils. Where the vegetation is exposed to salt-spray, vernal squill maritime pasture (the Scilla verna–Festuca rubra Community) has developed and, where low cliffs abut the shores, patches of sea poa (Puccinellietum maritimae) and mud rush salt-marsh (Juncetum gerardii) occur. The small area of serpentine soils on the Mainland at Hoo Fell carries herb-rich bent–fescue grassland and vernal squill maritime pasture.

Map unit 370 is dominated by magnesian gleys with some freely and imperfectly drained brown magnesian soils, brown rankers and peaty alluvial soils. It occupies 13 square kilometres (20 per cent of the association) or 0.5 per cent of the land area and occurs around Baltasound, Unst and on Fetlar. The soils occur
Plate 13. Fetlar, Shetland, looking westwards towards Hamara Field and showing soil map units 372 and 373 of the Leslie Association. Map unit 372 occupies the foreground while map unit 373 occurs on the moderately and very rocky steep slopes of the background. Both units consist of magnesian gleys with ranker soils and support characteristic sea plantain - bell heather moor and sedge pastures. Map unit 372 is class 5.3 land and map unit 373 class 6.2. Institute of Geological Sciences photograph published by permission of the Director; NERC copyright.

Figure 8. Idealized cross-section of landscapes, map units and soils in the Leslie Association
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on undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes. The unit is generally non-rocky but is locally slightly rocky. Certain areas of the unit are strongly eroded. Land use is partly restricted by soil pattern to rough grazings but a large proportion of the unit is cultivated and laid down basically to permanent pastures for grazing and conservation but with some arable cropping; climate and soil limitations, particularly those associated with the chemical properties of the soils, are the principal factors restricting land use.

Map unit 372 consists principally of magnesian gleys with some brown magnesian soils and ranker soils; some peaty alluvial soils occur locally. The soils are generally developed on thin drift or on rock rubble and occur on undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes with generally isolated rocky ridges and knolls and on weakly stepped hillslopes. The unit is generally slightly or moderately rocky but is locally very rocky with expanses of rock pavement. The complex occupies 27 square kilometres (45 per cent of the association) or 0.9 per cent of the land area and is present on Unst and Fetlar.

Soil pattern and rockiness restrict land use to rough grazings but some mechanical improvement of the sward is possible.

Map unit 373 is mapped on hillsides with strong and very steep slopes, the slopes being generally very rocky and bouldery. The complex comprises magnesian gleys and ranker soils developed on thin drift and on rock. The unit occupies 20 square kilometres (35 per cent of the association) or 0.7 per cent of the land area and it occurs mainly on Unst and Fetlar but with a small area at Hoo Field. Land use is restricted to rough grazings; slope and rockiness preclude any mechanical improvement but grazing values are moderate and locally high.

THE LINKS ASSOCIATION

(Map units 380 and 384)

The parent material of the Links Association is windblown sand. The deposits are coarse-textured, poorly structured and noncalcareous. The association is of limited extent (3 square kilometres or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and is confined mainly to Orkney and particularly to Eday and the area around the Loch of Doomy. The principal soils are regosols and peaty gleys with peat.

The association lies within the fairly warm moderately dry lowland climatic category.

The usual succession of dune communities is rarely fully developed on the Links deposits. Fragmentary dunes support northern marram grass (Elymo-Ammophiletum) while eyebright–red fescue dune pasture (Euphrasio-Festucetum arenaria) with common violet (Viola riviniana), wild thyme (Thymus drucet), lady's bedstraw (Galium verum) and field gentian (Gentianella campestris) usually occurs behind the dunes.

Heavy grazing can alter the vegetation to a form of permanent pasture (the Galium saxatile–Poa pratensis Community).

Wet depressions carry silverweed pasture (the Potentilla anserina–Carex nigra Community) or soft rush pasture (the Ranunculus repens–Juncus effusus Community). The peaty gleys support moist Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) while the peat is associated with northern blanket bog (part of Erica-Sphagnetum papillosi).
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Map unit 380 comprises freely and imperfectly drained regosols with minor poorly drained regosols on gently sloping lowlands with coastal dunes. The unit occupies 1 square kilometre (35 per cent of the association) or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area and occurs at Rackwick on Hoy, at both Burrafirth and Skaw on Unst and at Papil on Fetlar. The soil at Rackwick support the maritime form of Atlantic heather moor (Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae), a form characterized by sand sedge (Carex arenaria) and birdsfoot-trefoil (Lotus corniculatus).

Soil limitations of texture and structure and the limitation of high liability to erosion restrict land use to rough grazings although mechanical improvement of the sward would be possible.

Map unit 384 is composed of poorly drained peaty gleys and peat with some freely and imperfectly drained regosols and is confined to Eday and the area around the Loch of Doomy where it occupies 2 square kilometres (65 per cent of the association) or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area. The peaty gleys and peat occur on gently sloping and occasionally weakly ridged lowlands while the regosols are restricted to a zone of coastal dunes and to isolated narrow inland ridges. Wetness and soil limitations restrict land use to rough grazings and preclude any mechanical improvements of the sward.

THE LYNEDARDY ASSOCIATION
(Map units 399 and 400)

The Lynedardy Association is unique to Orkney and comprises drifts derived from sandstones and flagstones of the Middle Old Red Sandstone with granite-schist rocks of the basement complex. The association occupies 3 square kilometres or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area and forms mainly the hinterland of Stromness. The parent material is a brown or yellowish brown moderately coarse- or moderately fine-textured stony till usually less than one metre thick. The sandstones and flagstones are generally strongly weathered.

The principal soils of the association are peaty gleys, noncalcareous gleys and peaty podzols with peaty rankers and local saline gleys. The peaty gleys and the noncalcareous gleys occur on a loam or sandy clay loam till and are poorly drained. The organic surface horizons of the peaty gleys are generally thin and rarely exceed 25 centimetres. The peaty podzols develop on a stony, often indurated, sandy loam drift, the soils generally being freely drained below a thin iron pan; the organic surface horizons are again thin. The association lies mainly within the cool moderately dry lowland climatic category.

The vegetation of the peaty gleys and peaty podzols is dominantly Atlantic heather moor (Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) with northern Atlantic heather moor on the more exposed sites. Where climatic conditions, and particularly exposure, permit some cultivation has taken place and permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxatile-Poa pratensis Community) and some arable cropping have been established. The saline gleys support vernal squill maritime pasture (the Scilla verna-Festuca rubra Community).

Map unit 399 comprises peaty gleys and noncalcareous gleys with saline gleys and minor peaty podzols developed on till on undulating lowlands with gentle and strong non-rocky slopes. It occupies 2 square kilometres (65 per cent of the association) or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area. Part of the unit is reclaimed.
as permanent pastures with some arable cropping while the remainder is utilized as rough grazings. Climate and wetness are the principal limitations on land use.

**Map unit 400** occupies 1 square kilometre (35 per cent of the association) or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area and it occurs on the strongly and very steeply sloping hillsides immediately behind Stromness and on strongly undulating ground with rocky ridges and knolls around Croval and on Graemsay. The unit is moderately rocky. The soils comprise peaty gleys and peaty podzols developed on pockets of till and colluvium with ranker soils and humus-iron podzols on the steeper, more regular slopes. Small basins of peat and channels of peaty alluvial soils occur within the complex. Land use is largely restricted to rough grazings by slope, soil pattern and rockiness.

**THE RACKWICK ASSOCIATION**

(Map unit 431)

The Rackwick Association is of minor extent (2 square kilometres or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and is confined to the Rackwick end of the valleys of the South Burn and Ford of Hoy in north-west Hoy. The parent material is fluvo-glacial sands and gravels derived from sandstones of the Upper Old Red Sandstone and light brown, red or yellow in colour. The deposits are dominantly current-bedded sands with gravels and silt lenses and they occur as isolated steep-sided ridges, strong and steep-sided mounds and as a kettle-holed terrace feature.

The dominant soils are peaty podzols, usually freely drained below a thin iron pan, and peat. The association lies mainly within the fairly warm rather wet lowland climate region; the area is too small for reproduction on Fig. 4.

**Map unit 431** comprises peaty podzols and peat with some peaty alluvial soils. The peaty podzols occur on the ridges and the upper slopes of the mounds while the peat occupies the flats and channels between the mounds, the lower and middle slopes and much of the terrace.

The peaty podzols support dry Atlantic heather moor (part of the Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) and the peat blanket bog (Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi). Soft rush pasture (the *Ranunculus repens–Juncus effusus* Community) occurs locally on the more flushed sites and on peaty alluvium. Land use is largely restricted to rough grazings by wetness, soil pattern and slope limitations.

**THE SKELBERRY ASSOCIATION**

(Map units 459–461)

The Skelberry Association comprises drifts derived from sandstones, flagstones and conglomerates of the Middle and Upper Old Red Sandstone: The association is unique to Shetland occurring in Bressay, Fair Isle and along the eastern seaboard of Mainland Shetland from Sumburgh Head to Lerwick and occupying 61 square kilometres or 2.1 per cent of the land area. Two parent materials are found—a thin brown coarse- or moderately coarse-textured stony drift and a grey, brown or brownish grey medium- or moderately fine-textured till containing phyllitic schists. The till is patchily distributed with the largest expanse being found at Sandwick. The association is mapped on two major landform units—steep slopes and undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes.
The principal soils are peaty gleys and noncalcareous gleys with peaty podzols, peaty rankers and local saline gleys. Basins of peat and peaty alluvial soils occur locally.

The association lies within the cool moderately dry lowland climatic category. The more gentle slopes of the lowlands and foothills with peaty gleys, peaty podzols and peaty rankers carry a full range of northern moorland communities from Atlantic heather moor (Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) to bog heather moor (Nartheocio-Ericetum tetralicis) and blanket bog (Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi). The vegetation of the more exposed parts is wind-cut and contains in its most extreme form elements of alpine azalea-lichen heath (Alectorio-Callunetum vulgaris) on peaty rankers. Dry Atlantic heather moor occurs on peaty podzols of the steeper and more regular slopes while heavy grazing of similar sites produces white bent and heath grass-white bent grasslands (parts of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifoliae).

Swamp communities, soft rush pasture (the Ranunculus repens-Juncus effusus Community) and sedge mires colonize the flushed channels, flats and basins with peat and peaty alluvial soils. Sea plantain-crowberry heath (the Plantago maritima-Emptetrum nigrum Community) and vernal squill maritime pasture (the Sczlla verna-Festuca rubra Community) occur on the saline gleys of the seaward slopes. Where soil conditions and exposure permit some cultivation has taken place and permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxutzle-Poa pratensis Community) and arable cropping established.

Map unit 459 consists of peaty gleys and noncalcareous gleys with ranker soils and peaty podzols and local basin peat, peaty alluvium and saline gleys. The soils occur on undulating lowlands with gentle and strong, occasionally steep, slopes and are developed on both the thin stony drift and the deeper and heavier-textured till. The unit is mainly slightly rocky but is locally very rocky where conglomerate crops out. It dominates the association, occupying 40 square kilometres (65 per cent of the association) or 1.4 per cent of the land area. Soil limitations, particularly shallowness, rockiness and climate impose major restrictions on land use and much of the area is consigned to rough grazings although mechanical improvement of the sward would be possible in all but the rockiest and most exposed areas. Where soil and climatic conditions are more favourable cultivations have taken place with the establishment of pastures for grazing and conservation and of arable crops.

Map unit 460 comprises peaty gleys with peat and peaty podzols. The soils are generally developed on thin, stony drift on undulating lowlands with gentle and strong, and occasionally steep, non-rocky slopes. The unit occupies 12 square kilometres (20 per cent of the association) or 0.4 per cent of the land area and is most extensively developed on the central part of Bressay. Wetness and soil limitations restrict land use to rough grazings.

Map unit 461 occupies 9 square kilometres (15 per cent of the association) or 0.3 per cent of the land area and occurs on Fair Isle and as the hinterland of Lerwick. It comprises mainly ranker soils with shallow peaty gleys and peaty podzols and occurs on steep and very steep moderately rocky and very rocky hillsides and on ridged, strongly undulating moderately rocky lowlands and foothills with strong slopes. Slope, shallowness of soil and climate, particularly exposure, limit land use to rough grazings and preclude mechanical improvements.
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THE SOURHOPE ASSOCIATION

(Map unit 478)
The Sourhope Association generally comprises drifts derived mainly from intermediate lavas of Old Red Sandstone age but the association in Shetland contains an appreciable amount of granitic material. The principal parent material is a brown or greyish brown moderately coarse- and medium-textured thin stony drift derived from granite and andesite or andestic tuff with some rhyolite and basalt. The association occupies 18 square kilometres or 0.6 per cent of the land area and occurs on the Esha Ness peninsula of north-west Mainland Shetland. It lies mainly within the cool moderately dry lowland climatic region.

Map unit 478 comprises peaty gleys and peaty rankers with peaty podzols and local noncalcareous gleys, brown forest soils, brown rankers, basin peats, saline gleys, peat and peaty alluvium and it occurs on undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes and isolated near-parallel steep-sided rocky ridges. It is generally non-rocky but is locally moderately rocky.

The vegetation of the peaty gleys, peaty rankers and peaty podzols is largely wind-cut and dominated by northern Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) with abundant woolly fringe-moss (*Racomntrum lanuginosum*). Peaty rankers in the more exposed situations may carry a vegetation which contains elements of alpine azalea–lichen heath (Alectorio-Callunetum vulgaris). Elsewhere on less-exposed sites the moist and dry elements of Atlantic heather moor are associated with the peaty gleys and peaty rankers and peaty podzols.

Grassland communities are represented by heath-grass–white bent, white bent and flying bent grasslands (*Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifoliae*) on peaty gleys and peaty podzols, herb-rich bent–fescue grassland (part of *Achilleo-Festucetum tenuifoliae*) on brown forest soils and brown rankers and vernal squill maritime pasture (the *Sczlla verna-Festucsa mbm Community*) on those soils strongly influenced by salt-spray.

The basin peats and peaty alluvial soils generally support swamp communities with sedge mires in the more flushed localities; some upland blanket bog (part of *Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi*) occurs locally.

Where soil conditions and climate permit some cultivation has taken place and permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the *Galzum saxatzle-Poa pratenszj Community*) and some arable cropping have been established; otherwise land use is restricted to rough grazings. In most instances the rough grazings can be improved by mechanical means.

THE STRICHEN ASSOCIATION

(Map units 501, 503 and 510)
The Strichen Association comprises drifts derived from arenaceous schists and strongly metamorphosed argillaceous schists of the Dalradian series. The association is restricted to south Mainland Shetland and occupies 22 square kilometres or 0.8 per cent of the land area. The parent materials are dominated by a brown, yellowish brown or greyish brown moderately coarse- or medium-textured drift. A small area of moraine-like deposits occupies the lower valley of the Burn of Mail.
The association is mapped on three landforms—undulating lowlands, hill-slopes and hummocky moraine. The dominant soils of the association are peaty gleys and peat with noncalcareous gleys. The gleys are poorly drained and are developed mainly on sandy loam or loam, rarely sandy clay loam, drift and locally on shattered rock. Peaty rankers and brown rankers are locally dominant while peaty podzols occur infrequently.

The association lies within the cool moderately dry lowland and cool wet lowland and foothill climatic regions.

The peaty gleys and peat are dominantly associated with northern Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici-binervis-Ericetum cinereae), with some northern bog heather moor (part of Narthecio-Ericetum tetralicis) on peaty gleys and some upland blanket bog (part of Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi) on the occasional flats of deep peat. The drier, steeper and locally rocky slopes with peaty podzols or peaty rankers support dry Atlantic heather moor, white bent grassland and, locally, heath grass—white bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifoliae).

Swamp communities and sedge mires are confined to flushed channels and depressions.

Some cultivation and the establishment of permanent pastures (Lolio-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxatile—Poa pratensis Community) has taken place on more amenable sites.

Map unit 501 comprises peaty gleys and generally shallow peat with some peaty alluvial soils. The unit occupies 9 square kilometres (40 per cent of the association) or 0.9 per cent of the land area and is confined to the Veensgarth peninsula to the north-west of Lerwick. It occurs on undulating lowlands and hills with strong, occasionally gentle and steep, slopes and is generally non-rocky. Wetness and climate generally restrict land use to rough grazing but some mechanical improvement of the swards is usually possible. Some reclamation has taken place and permanent pastures for grazing and conservation have been established.

Map unit 503 is of minor extent (1 square kilometre—less than 5 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and is mapped on hummocky moraine-like deposits in the lower valley of the Burn of Mail. The origin of the deposits is argued; Flinn (1980) suggests that they are not moraine but the product of an interglacial landslip. The complex comprises peaty podzols and brown forest soils with peaty gleys and noncalcareous gleys on the lower slopes of the mounds. Peat and peaty alluvium occur on flats and in channels. The unit is locally bouldery. Land use is partially restricted by slope, soil pattern and boulders to improvable rough grazing but parts are cultivated and laid down to permanent pasture of grazing and conservation.

Map unit 510 occurs on steep and very steep very rocky hill and valley sides. It occupies 12 square kilometres (55 per cent of the association) or 0.4 per cent of the land area and occurs on the western seaboard of the Clift Hills and on the west-facing slopes of the Hill of Steinswall bordering the Loch of Asta and the Loch of Tingwall. The unit comprises peaty rankers and brown rankers with shallow peaty gleys on the lower slopes of the Hill of Steinswall; some flushing is present. Slope and rockiness limit land use to rough grazings.
THE THURSO ASSOCIATION
(Map units 535-539 and 541-544)

The Thurso Association comprises drifts derived from sandstones and flagstones of the Middle Old Red Sandstone. The association is extensive, occupying 809 square kilometres (27.7 per cent of the land area), and it dominates the landscape of north-east Caithness and west Mainland Orkney.

The parent materials are a compact greyish brown or yellowish brown medium- or moderately fine-textured till, a stony brown moderately coarse or medium-textured drift and a morainic drift of coarse or medium texture. Some soils are developed directly on rock which may be strongly and deeply weathered. The till is usually about 120 centimetres thick but much thicker till deposits occur as infillings of valleys and bays, many of which have now been re-excavated; at Thurso Bay the till is more than 30 metres thick. Below 120 to 200 centimetres the till is dark grey and often calcareous. The calcareous nature is due partly to the presence of shell fragments, but mainly to the predominantly carbonate-bearing rocks from which the till has been derived. The upper part of the till is generally strongly weathered and leached and does not contain shell fragments. The till dominates north-east Caithness but is more locally distributed throughout west Mainland Orkney. On the lower ground along the Thurso and Wick Rivers a layer of partially sorted material sometimes overlies the till. This material varies in thickness from a few centimetres to a metre or more and has a coarse or moderately coarse texture.

The stony drift occurs most extensively in west Mainland Orkney and locally in north-east Caithness. The drift rarely exceeds 120 centimetres in thickness and is usually between 50 and 100 centimetres thick. The deposit is more friable than the compact till, although induration generally occurs in the upper part. The degree of induration is mainly moderate but is sometimes strong. It is characteristically stronger at the top of the horizon and decreases with depth. The average depth to the top of the induration is about 30 centimetres and the average thickness of the induration is commonly around 30 centimetres, although thicknesses in excess of 60 centimetres have been met.

The morainic till occurs locally throughout north-east Caithness and Orkney and is associated with moundy topography. In many respects it is similar to the stony drift but is usually coarser textured, more loose and perhaps less frequently indurated. Shallow soils developed more or less directly on rock occur locally whilst deeply weathered rock in situ is found on Graemsay and along the western seabords of Mainland Orkney, Rousay and Westray.

The association occurs on a number of landforms including hummocky moraine, undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes, steep slopes, and ridged or stepped steep hillsides.

Poorly drained soils dominate the Thurso Association, approximately 75 per cent of the association being map units based dominantly on poorly drained soils. The moisture regimes of these soils is a reflection of: (i) climate, principally the low summer temperatures, high relative humidities and low evapo-transpiration potential; (ii) topography and a generally subdued landscape with dominantly gentle and strong slopes; and (iii) parent material and the overall dominance of the compact, slowly permeable sandy clay loam or loam till. It has been known for a long time that soils derived from rocks of Old Red Sandstone can give trace element problems and the soils of the Thurso Association are no exception. Extractable cobalt and copper levels in the surface horizons are generally low and
may result in a herbage deficient in these trace elements. High levels of molybdenum are found in some poorly drained soils and suggest that molybdenum-excess problems may arise locally.

The association lies mainly within the fairly warm moderately dry climatic region but extends into the cool moderately dry lowland and foothill.

As in the Canisbay Association, much of the lowlands occupied by the soils of the Thurso Association is either in arable rotation or laid down in long ley or permanent pastures (Lolium-Cynosuretum and the Galium saxatile-Poa pratensis Community). The peaty podzols and peaty gleys carry dry and moist Atlantic heather moor (parts of Carici binervis-Ericetum cinereae) and some blanket bog (Erico-Sphagnetum papillosi) occurs locally on unflushed peat. On steeper slopes under moderate grazing pressure, moorland gives way to white bent (part of Junco squarrosi-Festucetum tenuifolii) and acid bent–fescue grassland (part of Achilleo-Festucetum tenuifolii) and, where there are brown forest soils on these sites, herb-rich Atlantic heather moor, heath grass–white bent and herb-rich bent–fescue grassland can occur. The flushed channels, slopes and depressions in the landscape are colonized by swamp communities dominated by species such as marsh marigold (the Caltha palustris Community), yellow flag (the Iris pseudacorus Community) and meadow-sweet (Valerianio- Filipenduletum), by soft rush pasture (the Ranunculus repens–Juncus effusus Community) and by sedge communities such as fleasedge mire (Carici hostiano-pulicaris), bog-rush mire (the Schoenus nigricans Community) or few-flowered spike-rush mire (Carici dioici-Eleocharitetum quinqueflorae). Headlands exposed to salt-spray carry a mosaic of maritime communities, principally sea plantain–crowberry heath (the Plantago maritima–Empetrum nigrum Community) and vernal squill maritime pasture (the Scilla vem–Festuca rubra Community) with mud rush salt-marsh (Juncetum gerardii) occurring locally.

Where exposure begins to influence the vegetation, northern Atlantic heather moor predominates and the very exposed tops of the higher hills carry alpine azalea–lichen heath (Aelectrio–Callunetum vulgaris). The upland phase of the blanket bog is found on the high-level peats.

Map unit 535 comprises brown forest soils with brown rankers and some noncalcareous gleys. The unit includes some peat, alluvial soils and peaty alluvial soils. Saline gleys occur locally. The unit occupies 199 square kilometres (25 per cent of the association) or 6.8 per cent of the land area and it occurs extensively throughout west Mainland Orkney and locally in north-east Caithness. The soils are developed on drift on undulating lowlands with gentle and strong, occasionally steep, slopes; the unit is non-rocky. The brown forest soils are freely or imperfectly drained soils with commonly an indurated horizon. Most generally the indurated horizon immediately underlies the plough layer at a depth of 30 to 40 centimetres but occasionally the indurated horizon is overlain by much greater depths of material in a 'plaggenboden'-type soil. Sometimes the soils occur directly on rock with little or no drift cover, the rock being met at depths of between 30 and 50 centimetres. The greater proportion of the unit is cultivated and in arable rotation. Climate and, to a lesser extent, restricted rooting depths due to induration or rock, are the principal limitations on land use.

Map unit 536 is dominated by noncalcareous gleys, developed on till with partially sorted surface horizons. The unit is of limited extent (5 square kilometres—less than 1 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and occurs locally in north-east Caithness being particularly associated with the
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Wick River. The soils are poorly drained and occur mainly on level and gently sloping lowlands and river terraces and rarely on strong slopes. In the Noss area, to the north of Wick, the unit occurs on gently undulating moundy ground. Most of the soils are cultivated and support both permanent or ley pastures for grazing and conservation and arable crops. As a result of the coarser texture of the partially sorted surface horizons root penetration is facilitated, the soils warm up more readily and plant growth usually begins a little earlier than is normal for north-east Caithness. Climate and soil wetness are the principal limitations on land use.

Map unit 537 is dominated by noncalcareous gleys with some peaty gleys, brown forest soils and brown rankers. Peaty, alluvium and peaty alluvial soils are minor components and saline gleys occur locally. The unit is extensive, occupying 398 square kilometres (approximately 50 per cent of the association) or 13.6 per cent of the land area and is the principal unit of north-east Caithness; it is widely distributed throughout west Mainland Orkney and occupies much of South Walls in Hoy. The dominant soils are generally poorly drained surface-water gleys developed on a compact, slowly permeable till on undulating lowlands with gentle non-rocky slopes. Some imperfectly drained gleys and very poorly drained gleys occur locally. Soil depths are somewhat variable. Most of the soils are developed on deep till but the unit does include shallow poorly drained gley soils developed on thin drift over rock; in some instances the rock is strongly and deeply weathered.

The unit is largely cultivated and supports both permanent or ley pastures for grazing and conservation and arable crops. Climate and soil wetness are the principal limitations on land use. The soils demand comprehensive drainage with permeable infill and will benefit from such secondary drainage treatments as subsoiling. Spring lines can be a problem when bed-rock lies near to the ground surface.

Map unit 538 is unique to the western seaboard of Orkney and comprises soils that are profoundly influenced by salt-spray and sea-gusting. The soils are saline gleys and rankers and they occur on gentle and strong slopes, the gleys being developed on a medium-textured drift with a very high silt and fine sand content. The unit is generally non-rocky but is locally bouldery and often very severely eroded. The soils are noteworthy for their intriguing chemical and physical properties. They have exceptionally high contents of sodium and magnesium and sometimes possess a strongly developed, very coarse columnar structure in the Eg or Bg horizons, the ped units being vividly expressed by translocated organic matter. The surface horizon is generally rich in organic matter but rarely exceeds 15 centimetres in thickness. The soils are developed on strongly weathered till or on strongly and deeply weathered rock, the original layering of the rock still remaining. The surface horizons of those soils lying in close proximity to the cliff edge are often banded with small rounded stones and particles of grit and appear water-worked and washed. The inland penetration of the severe maritime influences varies but is related to aspect and to cliff height and conformation and can exceed one kilometre.

The unit occupies 22 square kilometres (3 per cent of the association) or 0.8 per cent of the land area.

Land use is restricted to rough grazings with albeit moderate grazing values and with exposure, soil and soil pattern the principal limitations on land use.
Map unit 539 occurs on coarse- or moderately coarse-textured hummocky morainic drift with gentle to steep-sided mounds and comprises brown forest soils with gleys, peat and peaty alluvial soils. The brown forest soils occur on the mounds while the gleys occupy the intervening flats and channels. The gleys are developed usually on colluvium but occasionally on till. The morainic drift is stony, sometimes indurated but often loose. An area of rock-controlled, rather than morainic, mounds with a similar assemblage of soils is included within the unit. The unit occurs locally throughout north-east Caithness and Orkney and occupies 42 square kilometres (5 per cent of the association) or 1.4 per cent of the land area with extensive areas in Stenness, St Andrews and Holm in Orkney and around Bilbster in Caithness. The complex is largely cultivated and mainly laid down to permanent pasture for grazing and conservation. Some arable crops are taken from those areas with a more subdued moundiness. The principal limitations on land use are climate and soil pattern, while in addition, steep slope, or shallow rooting depth due to the proximity of the underlying rock, can be locally limiting.

Map unit 541 is dominated by peaty podzols with occasional peaty gleys and peat. The unit occurs on strong and steep, occasionally gentle, hillslopes and is generally non-rocky. The complex occupies 24 square kilometres (3 per cent of the association) or 0.8 per cent of the land area and is widely distributed. The peaty podzols usually possess a thin iron pan and are poorly drained above the pan and freely or imperfectly drained below; the thickness of the peaty surface horizons can reach 50 centimetres. The soils are developed on stony drift, which is normally indurated, or on rock. Land use is restricted largely to rough grazings with the potential for the mechanical improvement of the sward being limited by the thickness of the organic surface horizons, the steepness of slope and by climate.

Map unit 542 comprises both peaty gleys with peaty podzols and peaty rankers and noncalcareous gleys with brown forest soils. The soils occur on undulating and strongly undulating lowlands and on stepped hillsides with strong and very steep slopes (Fig. 9). The slopes are generally moderately rocky but are locally very rocky. The landscape is rock-controlled, the peaty podzols, peaty rankers and brown forest soils being present on rocky ridges and knolls and on the risers of the stepped hillside while the gleys occur on flats and channels between ridges and on the hillside treads. The soils are generally shallow, the drift cover being patchy and largely restricted to flats and channels; the soils are often flushed. The unit occupies 59 square kilometres (7 per cent of the association) or 2 per cent of the land area and is particularly well represented on the ice-scoured hillslopes of Rousay and Westray, on the slopes of the surrounding hills of west Mainland Orkney and on Egilsay. Land use is largely restricted to rough grazings but where slope, soil pattern and rockiness permit, cultivation has taken place and permanent or ley pastures for grazing and conservation and some arable cropping have been established.

Map unit 543 is dominated by peaty gleys and peat with minor peaty podzols and peaty alluvial soils. The soils are mainly developed on till on undulating lowlands and foothills with gentle and strong slopes; the unit is generally non-rocky. The peaty gleys are usually poorly drained and have organic surface horizons up to 50 centimetres thick. The peat is generally shallow. The unit includes areas of intensively cut-over peat where only narrow and isolated banks of peat now
Plate 14. South side of Fitty Hill, Westray, Orkney, showing map unit 542 (Thurso Association) on a stepped moderately rocky but locally very rocky hillside. Peaty gleys and locally noncalcareous gleys occur on the treads while ranker soils and occasionally peaty podzols are found on the risers. The unit generally supports Atlantic heather moor with local bent-fescue grassland. Class 6.3 land. Institute of Geological Sciences photograph published by permission of the Director; NERC copyright.

Figure 9. Idealized cross-sections of two forms of map unit 542 showing the pattern of soils on stepped hillsides (A) and undulating lowland (B).
remain. The unit occupies 57 square kilometres (7 per cent of the association) or 2 per cent of the land area and occurs most extensively on the hills of Evie and Rendall in west Mainland Orkney. It occurs locally in north-east Caithness where the peaty gleys dominate and the proportion of peat within the complex is much reduced. Land use is restricted largely to rough grazings with the potential for the mechanical improvement of the sward being limited by the thickness of the organic surface horizons, the proportion of peat, and by wetness and climate.

Map unit 544 comprises peaty podzols and peat with some peaty rankers and peaty gleys. The unit occurs on rock-controlled undulating lowlands with strongly sloping ridges and mounds and on stepped hillsides with strong and steep slopes; it is generally moderately rocky. The unit is of limited extent (3 square kilometres — less than 1 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and locally distributed.

Soils, soil pattern and slope restrict land use to rough grazings.

THE WALLS ASSOCIATION

(Map units 568-573)

The Walls Association comprises drifts derived from sandstones of Middle Old Red Sandstone age with acid schists and granites. It is unique to Shetland, occupying 103 square kilometres or 3.5 per cent of the land area and is restricted to the Walls peninsula. The principal parent material is a stony, brown moderately coarse-textured drift derived from sandstones with acid schists, felsites, granites and locally rhyolites. The drift deposits are generally thin and confined to small irregular depressions between rocky hillocks. The drift cover is more continuous in the less-rugged Sandness area, in Papa Stour and in the lower ground along the western and south-western coasts of the Walls peninsula. The thicker drift deposits are often moderately indurated. Small areas of morainic drift occur locally and most noticeably in Papa Stour where a north-north-east belt of morainic mounds extends for approximately 1.5 kilometres across the centre of the island. The mounds are composed of a coarse- and moderately coarse-textured unbedded drift which contains large boulders of sandstone and the whole morainic belt is covered with scattered blocks of sandstone, conglomerate and rhyolite. It is suggested (Mykura and Phemister, 1976) that the belt is possibly a terminal moraine, marking the position of a halt during the eastwards recession of the ice or the westward limit of a local readvance of the ice sheet centred on the Mainland. A less well-defined area of moraine occurs on the north-facing slope of Sandness Hill. The drift is brown with a coarse- or moderately coarse-texture and is composed almost entirely of sandstones. A small area of frost-sorted debris occurs on the plateau summit of Sandness Hill.

The association occupies generally a rocky, strongly undulating rugged landscape with strongly sloping ridges and knolls and steep, stepped hillslopes. The landscape becomes less rugged and more open in the west of the peninsula and, as was mentioned, in the Sandness area and in Papa Stour. The association lies dominantly within the cool moderately dry lowland and cool wet lowland climatic regions but extends into cold wet foothill.

The soils of the association are dominantly peaty gleys, peat and peaty rankers with peaty podzols on the more regular strong and steep slopes. Brown rankers, alpine soils and saline gleys occur locally. The peaty gleys are poorly drained and occur on gentle and strong lower and middle slopes on either drift or thin drift
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over rock. The peat is extensive occurring on flats, in depressions and on the lower and middle slopes where it may be contiguous with the peaty gleys. The ranker soils occur on steep or very steep slopes and on the ridge crests. The peaty podzols usually possess a thin iron pan and are generally freely drained below the pan.

The peaty gleys of the lower slopes carry moist Atlantic heather moor (part of Carici binervis–Ericetum cinereae) and, occasionally, flying bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi–Festucetum tenuifoliae) and northern bog heather moor (part of Narthecio–Ericetum tetralicis). Swamp communities, soft rush pasture (the Ranunculus repens–Juncus effusus Community) and sedge mires occupy the flushed peaty channels and basins and upland blanket bog (part of Erica–Sphagnum Community) occurs on the unflushed flats between the rocky mounds. Where the slopes become steeper and drier, dry Atlantic heather moor and white bent grassland (part of Junco squarrosi–Festucetum tenuifoliae) are found on the peaty podzols while herb-rich bent–fescue (part of Achilleo–Festucetum tenuifoliae) and heath grass–white bent grassland colonize the richer brown forest soils and rankers. As exposure increases, so the vegetation is replaced by northern Atlantic heather moor, then dry boreal heather moor (part of Vaccino–Ericetum cinereae), finally giving way on the alpine soils of Sandness Hill to alpine azalea–lichen heath (Alectorio–Callunetum vulgaris) and stiff sedge–fescue grassland (the Carex bigelowii–Festuca Association). A fringe of vernal squill maritime pasture (the Scilium–Festuca Tuba Community) skirts the seaward slopes influenced by salt-spray.

Map unit 568 is of minor extent (3 square kilometres — less than 5 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and is restricted to an area some five kilometres west of Bixter. The unit occurs on gently sloping lowlands with isolated steep-sided rock-controlled ridges and knolls; it is usually non-rocky but is locally slightly rocky. The soils are dominantly peat, with some peaty gleys, peaty podzols and peaty rankers on the middle and upper slopes of the ridges. The peat is mainly deep with shallow peat on the lower slopes and broader tops of the ridges.

Soil limitations and wetness restrict land use to rough grazings and preclude any mechanical improvement of the sward.

Map unit 569 comprises peaty gleys and noncalcareous gleys with some peat and locally peaty podzols, ranker soils and saline gleys. The soils are dominantly developed on drift and are associated with undulating lowlands with gentle and strong slopes and with hummocky moraine. The unit is generally non-rocky but the morainic deposits are locally bouldery. The complex occupies 24 square kilometres (25 per cent of the association) or 0.8 per cent of the land area and occurs mainly in western Walls, in the Sandness area and in Papa Stour.

Much of the unit is cultivated and laid down to permanent or ley pastures for grazing or conservation and to arable cropping. Where soil pattern, wetness or climate preclude cultivation, land use is restricted to rough grazings.

Map unit 570 comprises peaty gleys with peaty rankers, peaty podzols, peat, peaty alluvial soils and, locally, brown rankers. It occurs on strongly undulating lowlands with gentle and strong, locally steep slopes. It is generally slightly rocky but is locally very rocky and bouldery. Most of the soils are developed on thin stony drift over rock or on rock with the peat and peaty alluvium being confined to depressions and channels and usually being flushed. The unit occupies 27
square kilometres (25 per cent of the association) or approximately 1 per cent of the land area and is centred on the village of Walls. Some of the unit is cultivated and permanent or ley pastures have been established but land use is mainly rough grazings. The quality of grazings over much of the area could however be improved by mechanical means.

**Map unit 571** (Fig. 6) comprises peaty gleys and peat with peaty rankers and peaty podzols and occurs on strongly undulating rugged lowlands with gentle and strong, locally steep, slopes; it is generally moderateley rocky. The unit is rock controlled and drift cover is patchy. The complex occupies 24 square kilometres (25 per cent of the association) or 0.8 per cent of the land area and it occurs in the central and eastern parts of the Walls peninsula.

Land use is restricted by soil pattern, wetness and climate to rough grazings.

The unit occupies a similar landform to that of **map unit 570** but contains a far greater proportion of peat and supports a moorland rather than a grassland vegetation.

**Map unit 572** consists of peaty rankers with local brown rankers and some peaty gleys and peaty podzols. It occurs on rugged strongly undulating lowlands with strong and steep slopes and on very steeply sloping and stepped hillsides; it is generally very rocky.

The complex contains very little peat but does possess narrow channels of flushed peaty alluvial soils. Drift deposits are patchy and very minor in extent. The unit occupies 24 square kilometres (25 per cent of the association) or 0.8 per cent of the land area and it occurs in northern Walls. Land use is restricted by topography and shallowness of soils to rough grazings.

**Map unit 573** is of minor extent (1 square kilometre — less than 5 per cent of the association or less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and occupies the gently sloping plateau summit of Sandness Hill. The unit comprises alpine soils with some minor peat in gullies. The principal parent material is frost-shattered and frost-sorted rock debris, with windblown material occurring locally. Land use is restricted to seasonal rough grazings.
3 Land Evaluation

Previous chapters of this book have described the main natural resource attributes of north-east Caithness and the Northern Isles (climate, landform, soil and vegetation) and classified them into a number of units. The characteristics of each of these units influence man's use of the land contained within it. Land evaluation is the assessment of a range of possible uses of the land units, for example for agriculture, forestry, recreation or engineering. It incorporates not only the physical attributes of the land but also man's resources of technology, finance and labour. Since the latter are variable through time in a manner that cannot be predicted accurately, systems of assessing the capability of land for any specific purpose usually attempt to standardize them. The potential use of the land may then be assessed under the standard conditions and expressed as capability classes. Land evaluation is not static and must be reviewed when significant changes take place in any of the human resources.

Land capability classifications are not recommendations for the particular use of a piece of land. They seek to identify areas where that use may be carried out most easily. Only by comparing carefully all the alternatives and incorporating economic and political judgements can recommendations for actual land use be arrived at. For this reason no one map indicating 'best land use' is likely to be achieved.

A system of land capability classification for general agricultural purposes has been constructed. An explanation of its broad principles and the parameters used in its application in north-east Caithness and the Northern Isles appears below. More detailed descriptions of the individual classes and divisions form the bulk of the chapter and a final section attempts to provide some comments on the effects of natural resources on other uses, for which classification systems are not yet constructed.

LAND CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION FOR AGRICULTURE

The Land Capability Classification for Agriculture is designed to present detailed information on soils, climate and relief in a form which will be of value to landuse planners, agricultural advisers, farmers and others involved in optimizing the use of land resources.

Its applications include the following:
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Contribution to an inventory of the national land resource
Providing a means of assessing the value to agriculture of land on a uniform basis as an input to planning decisions
Defining major limitations to land use
Assisting in environmental and amenity planning
Contributing to farm and estate planning and to technical advisory work.

PHYSICAL FACTORS AND THEIR EFFECT UPON AGRICULTURE IN NORTH-EAST CAITHNESS AND THE NORTHERN ISLES

1 Climate

There is no doubt that the principal feature of climate affecting land use in the area is exposure and the high incidence of strong and gale-force winds. At any time of the year crops may be subjected to severe wind damage by the salt-laden air. It is unfortunate that harvest time coincides with the onset of gales associated with the autumnal equinox and grain losses due to lodgings can be heavy. Rainfall is not excessive but high relative humidities and relatively low summer temperatures result in a low evapo-transpiration potential and make the annual rainfall effectively greater.

Although winter temperatures are not particularly low, there is only a slow build-up of temperature in the early part of the year and spring tends to be late and cool; nitrification and germination are retarded and the onset of the growing season is consequently delayed. Climate, and the likelihood of soil structural damage by poaching, determines that most stock is housed from late autumn to mid-spring. Moulds, mildews and fungal attacks are favoured by the generally high relative humidities and severe leather-jacket infestations may occur as the partial result at least of a mild winter. Climate imposes profound restrictions on land use and systems based principally on grass production dominate the arable landscape.

2 Gradient

Slope is frequently a serious obstacle to the reclamation of land for grass, not only in the initial operations but also in maintenance. While in theory 25 degrees is the limit of operation of four-wheeled drive tractors, in practice few slopes over 15 degrees are considered for reclamation. Slope pattern severely affects operations and wet and peaty surfaces encourage tractor instability.

3 Soils

The principal soil factor affecting land use on those soils developed on the thicker tills or drifts is the presence of an impermeable, or only slightly permeable, sub-surface horizon which may be either coarsely or massively structured with a moderately fine texture or indurated. The horizons generally pose few restrictions on rooting depths but do act as an effective barrier to water movement through the soil. The till soils are generally wet and are liable to structural damage through poaching or by traffic of farm machinery; the dangers of structural damage are enhanced in those soils with peaty surface horizons with high water-retention capacities. Wetness tends to be a more seasonal problem in those soils with indurated horizons.

Stoniness is rarely a problem in those soils developed on till because the component rocks are generally readily weathered, but it may be a problem in those soils
developed on moraine or shallow drift. In north-east Caithness and Orkney many of the soils have lent themselves readily to reclamation and to arable farming systems. Most of the soils demand drainage with the use of permeable infill as the soils often have high fine sand and silt contents and may be liable to slaking. Subsoiling is often a greatly beneficial secondary drainage treatment. The soils possess few problems of fertility although some trace element difficulties may arise.

Many of the soils of Shetland have an inherently low fertility. They are generally shallow and stony with organic surface horizons that are often thick. The soils are wet and drainage is often difficult and costly. Those soils developed on drifts derived mainly from serpentine may have manurial problems as a result of the high levels of iron and the ready fixation of soluble phosphate.

Soils developed on windblown sand have low clay and organic-matter contents and low cation-exchange capacities. In most instances the deposits are calcareous with high pH values and trace element deficiencies are encountered.

4 Wetness

Rainfall and the low evapo-transpiration potential combined with the tendency to high organic matter production, the presence of impermeable sub-surface horizons and subdued relief produce soil wetness. Most of the soils of the area are wet and poorly drained, the major exceptions to this general rule being the brown calcareous soils, the brown forest soils and the alpine soils.

Even those soils with free or imperfect drainage can remain at field capacity for considerable periods during wet weather and suffer damage from stock or harvesting operations. Soils with organic surface horizons remain wet for much of the year and, even when reclaimed, are suitable only for light use and low stocking rates. Workability and trafficability are low and poaching risks high.

5 Erosion

Water and wind erosion of land surfaces are fundamental geomorphic processes operative at varying intensity under all soil and climatic conditions and evidence of often severe erosion can be seen throughout the region. The principal concern is to avoid systems of land use which enhance the natural tendencies to erosion.

The soils developed on windblown sand are particularly vulnerable to the influences of man with the prospects of erosion being promoted by disruption of the natural ecosystem. Topsoil losses can be heavy and the soil resource seriously depleted.

6 Pattern

Short-range variation in the properties of the land is a serious limitation to the use of resources in Shetland. The often strongly undulating topography, the patchy distribution of drift, the local variations in stoniness, wetness and slope all impose severe restrictions on land use. The deployment of farm machinery, of specialized land reclamation or drainage equipment is both impracticable and uneconomic.

On the till soils of north-east Caithness and Orkney the problems of pattern are less severe and impose few major restrictions on land use, the occasional wet hollow or the local proximity of rock causing minor impediments. Pattern is a more serious restriction on land use on some of the quite extensive hummocky morainic drifts of Orkney and north-east Caithness.
THE CLASSIFICATION

The classification comprises three main categories, the class, the division and the unit, of which only the first two are utilized on the 1:250 000 map presented with this report. Land placed in any class or any division has a similar overall degree of limitation; within any class or division there are therefore different management requirements. Comments on the principal types of limitation and the management problems which occur are found in the descriptions of the classes and divisions.

Land in Classes 1 to 4 is suited to arable use while that in Classes 5 to 7 is not suitable for cultivation. There are no divisions within Classes 1, 2 and 7, two divisions in each of Classes 3 and 4 and three divisions in Classes 5 and 6. A full description of the classification system and national guidelines is available as a Soil Survey Monograph (Bibby et al., 1982). The following is a condensed description of the classes and divisions.

Land suited to arable cropping

Class 1  *Land capable of producing a very wide range of crops*

Cropping is highly flexible and includes the more exacting crops such as winter-harvested vegetables. The levels of yield are consistently high.

Class 2  *Land capable of producing a wide range of crops*

Cropping is very flexible and a wide range of crops may be grown but difficulties with winter vegetables may be encountered in some years. The level of yield is high but less consistently obtained than in Class 1.

Class 3  *Land capable of producing a moderate range of crops*

*Division 1* The land is capable of producing consistently high yields of a narrow range of crops (cereals and grass) or moderate yields of a wider range (potatoes, field beans and other vegetables and root crops). Grass leys of short duration are common.

*Division 2* The land is capable of average production but high yields of grass, barley and oats are often obtained. Grass leys are common and longer than in division 1.

Class 4  *Land capable of producing a narrow range of crops*

*Division 1* Long ley grassland is commonly encountered but the land is capable of producing forage crops and cereals for stock.

*Division 2* The land is primarily grassland with some limited potential for other crops.

Land suited only to improved grassland and rough grazings

Class 5  *Land capable of use as improved grassland*

*Division 1* Land well suited to reclamation and to use as improved grassland.

*Division 2* Land moderately suited to reclamation and to use as improved grassland.
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Class 6 Land capable only of use as rough grazing

Division 1 Land with high grazing value.
Division 2 Land with moderate grazing value.
Division 3 Land with low grazing value.

Assumptions
The following assumptions must be taken into account in using the classification:

1. The classification is designed to assess the value of land for agriculture.
2. Land is classified according to the degree to which its physical characteristics affect the flexibility of cropping and its ability to produce certain crops consistently.
3. The classification does not group land according to its most profitable use.
4. The standard of management adopted is the level of input and intensity of soil, crop and grassland management applied successfully by the reasonable and practical farmer within the relevant sector of the farming industry. Such management will maintain or improve the land resource.
5. Land which has limitations which may be removed or reduced at economic cost by the farmer or his contractors is classed on the severity of the remaining limitations.
6. Land with severe limitations is classified accordingly except where there is clear evidence that a major improvement project (e.g. arterial drainage) will be completed within the next 10 years. In such cases the land is classed as if the improvements had occurred.
7. Location, farm structure, standard of fixed equipment and access to markets do not influence the grading. They may, however, affect land use decisions.
8. The interpretations are an expression of current knowledge and revision will be necessary with new experience or technological innovation.

THE LAND CAPABILITY CLASSES AND DIVISIONS

Class 3

Class 3 land is good agricultural land capable of producing a moderate range of crops. The rigours of climate preclude any Class 3.1 land and the class is represented solely by its lower division.

Division 2

Class 3.2 land is capable of average production but high yields of barley, oats and grass are often obtained. Other crops are largely limited to forage crops and potatoes. The division occupies 272 square kilometres or 9.3 per cent of the land area (Table B) and is restricted to north-east Caithness and particularly to the gently undulating lowlands lying between Thurso and Wick.
The soil map units included in the division (Table C) comprise riverine alluvium and units based dominantly both on brown forest soils and on noncalcareous gleys. The alluvial soils are medium textured, mainly loams or silty loams, and are generally poorly drained and demanding drainage. They are liable to structural damage by poaching and are likely to suffer slaking and capping with the consequence that seedling emergence may be hampered. The brown forest soils are freely or imperfectly drained and generally possess a moderately or strongly indurated horizon, the indurated horizon being sometimes overlain by a thin iron pan. Drainage is not a major problem in these soils although the indurated horizon does pose a minor hindrance to soil profile drainage and the soils will benefit to a degree from sub-soiling. The indurated horizon does not normally restrict rooting depths as the thickness of the Ap horizon generally exceeds 25 centimetres. The brown forest soils are associated with brown rankers and available rooting depth may be a problem in the rankers. The Ap horizon sometimes has a high organic-matter content which may have an adverse effect on trafficability when the soils are wet. The principal limitation on these soils is climate.

The noncalcareous gleys are poorly drained surface-water gleys developed on a compact, slowly permeable sandy clay loam or loam till. They demand intensive drainage with the use of permeable infill and the permeable infill should make contact with the base of the Ap horizon. The soils will benefit from secondary drainage treatments such as sub-soiling. The soils are liable to give problems of trafficability, enhanced in some instances by a high organic-matter content in the Ap horizon and a consequent high water-retention capacity of the horizon. The texture of the Ap horizon varies from sandy loam to silty loam and Ap horizons with the higher fine sand and silt contents may be liable to slaking and capping. The Ap horizon usually exceeds 25 centimetres in thickness so rooting depth is not generally a problem. The principal limiting factors therefore are those of climate, trafficability, workability and the attendant risks of sward damage.

Any increase in the severity of climate because of increased exposure or a less favourable thermal regime results in a down-grading to Class 4.

Class 4
Class 4 land is suitable for systems based primarily on grasslands with arable breaks of barley, oats, potatoes and forage crops. Yields of grass are often high but difficulties of production and utilization may be encountered.

Division 1
Class 4.1 land is suited to rotations which although primarily based on ley grasslands, include forage crops and cereals for stock feed. It occupies 169 square kilometres (5.8 per cent of the land area) and occurs extensively in west Mainland Orkney, in the parish of Holm, in Sanday and in the more exposed parts of north-east Caithness. The soil map units considered within the division are shown in Table C. The division is dominated by freely and imperfectly drained brown forest soils with brown rankers. The soils pose essentially the same limitations on utilization as their counterparts in Class 3.2 but occur under a more severe climate. Stoniness may be an increased hazard with a stony Ap horizon and stony surface hampering the preparation of the seed-bed and causing mechanical difficulties and perhaps damage during harvest. Map Unit 539 can display slope and pattern limitations. The division includes an area of imperfectly and freely drained riverine alluvium at Dale in Caithness. The texture of the alluvium is...

Plate 16. The Tingwall valley, Shetland, looking south eastwards across the Loch of Asta with brown forest soils (map unit 165, Deercastle Association) in the foreground and peaty gleys, podzols and rankers of map unit 510 (Strichen Association) on the steep rocky valley side. Map unit 165 supports improved pastures and arable crops and provides some of the better agricultural land. Map unit 165 is class 4.2 land and map unit 510 is class 6.3 with some 6.2.
variable, ranging from loamy sand to loam, and as a result minor soil pattern limitations are imposed but again it is climate that is the principal limiting factor.

Division 2

Class 4.2 land occupies 443 square kilometres (15.2 per cent of the land area) and dominates the arable landscapes of Orkney and Shetland. The land is primarily grassland but with some limited potential for other crops, mainly forage crops, potatoes and cereals for stock-feed. Grass yields can be high but difficulties of utilization or conservation may be severe. The soil map units included in the division are shown in Table C. The majority are based predominantly on poorly drained non-calcareous gleys and peaty gleys. The soils are capable of arable cropping but suffer either an adverse climate or are liable to structural damage because of poor workability and trafficability. The gleys are generally surface-water gleys developed on compact and slowly permeable sandy clay loam or clay loam till. The soils demand intensive drainage schemes with permeable infill extending to the base of the Ap horizon. Both the Ap horizons and the Bg horizons often have high fine sand and silt contents and the infill acts as an essential filter. The soils benefit from secondary drainage treatments such as sub-soiling. The landscape is such that it is often difficult to provide sufficient fall for the drains without deep and costly ditches. In many instances the drains are eventually blocked by ochre.

The susceptibility of soils to structural damage by cultivations, traffic and stock, with the consequent penalties for crop production is governed by three main factors: (i) soil drainage and the depth to an impermeable horizon. (ii) the water-retention properties of the topsoil. (These properties are related broadly to texture and organic-matter content; coarse- and moderately coarse-textured materials have a low retention capacity while moderately fine- and fine-textured materials have a high retention capacity and stay wetter longer. Organic horizons and horizons with a high organic-matter content also have high water-retention capacities). (iii) climate and particularly the length of the field capacity period. The wetter the soils the more liable they are to damage and the greater the need for comprehensive drainage.

Some areas of peaty podzols are included in the division, the organic surface horizons in these instances being sufficiently thin to encourage and permit reclamation and allowing arable cropping to be established. Areas dominated by magnesian gleys, as at Baltasound, Unst, are included in the division. The soils are poorly or imperfectly drained with a thin humose surface horizon and demand drainage but an uneven thickness of drift-cover and the local proximity of rock can interfere with, and cause difficulties in, the lay-out of the drainage scheme. A major limitation in these soils is their chemistry. The soils contain high amounts of magnesium, iron and nickel; phosphate demands are heavy, as applied soluble phosphate is rendered unavailable by ready reaction with iron, and nickel toxicity in grazing stock can be a problem. Map unit 165—mainly brown forest soils of the Deecastle Association and found particularly in the Tingwall Valley, Shetland—is included in this division. Soil, drainage and pattern limitations are minimal and it is the climate that is the principal limiting factor in this instance.

Class 5

The agricultural use of land in Class 5 is restricted to grass production. Mechanized surface treatments to improve grassland are practical. An occasional forage
crop or cereal crop for stock-feed may be grown but the land is generally unsuitable for arable cropping.

Division 1

In Class 5.1 land the establishment of a grass sward and its maintenance present few problems and potential yields are high with ample growth throughout the season. Patterns of soil, slope or wetness may be slightly restricting but the land has few poaching problems and high stocking rates are possible. The division occupies 50 square kilometres (1.7 per cent of the land area) and occurs in north-east Caithness where it is associated with soils developed on windblown shelly sand, and in Orkney on the hummocky moraine complex of map unit 539, on the rock-ridged complex of map unit 80 and on the steep slopes of map unit 151. The windblown shelly sands of north-east Caithness have generally high pH values which can result in trace element problems and induce, perhaps in particular, manganese deficiencies. The coarse-textured material is liable to wind erosion especially when the vegetation cover is breached. Slope, soil pattern and stoniness are additional limitations to that of climate in map unit 539 in Orkney.

Division 2

Class 5.2 land presents none or few difficulties in the establishment of a sward but sometimes moderate or low trafficability, patterned land and slope may cause problems. Growth rates can be high and despite some problems of poaching satisfactory stocking rates can be achieved. The division occupies 359 square kilometres (12.3 per cent of the land area) and is of widespread and local distribution. The majority of soil map units included within the division (Table C) are based principally on poorly drained gley soils which necessitate comprehensive drainage schemes. The soils occur in an adverse climatic regime and are often shallow with limitations on available rooting depth. Organic surface horizons are thin, only rarely exceeding 30 centimetres and do not offer undue impediment to
machinery under normal moisture conditions. Drainage schemes demand constant attention and the blocking of drains by ochre is often a severe problem and particularly so in the peaty gleys. Magnesian gleys around Baltasound, Unst are included in this division. The soils are often strongly eroded and exhibit pattern limitations. The unique soil limitations due to the chemistry of the soils militates further against their potential. A number of units based dominantly on peaty podzols are included in the division. The organic surface horizons are insufficiently thick to cause major trafficability problems in all but the wettest periods.

Three units based on windblow sand (map units 261, 262 and 380) are considered within the division. The soils suffer a particularly adverse climate and are liable to severe wind erosion especially when the vegetation cover is breached by either natural or artificial means. They may have fertility problems associated with high pH values, low organic-matter content and low clay values, while map unit 262 is wet with a high water-table and is subjected to periodic flooding. The units occur most extensively in the northern isles of Orkney, particularly in Westray, Sanday and North Ronaldsay and around many of the broad, shallow bays of Mainland Orkney and Shetland. Some arable cropping, mainly oats on the high pH soils, is undertaken but the risks are great. Seed-beds can be destroyed by wind erosion and manganese deficiencies are recurring problems requiring specialized treatments.

Units based on brown forest soils with rankers are included in the division. Trafficability is not a problem but soil pattern, particularly in respect of rock outcrop, and slope are major limitations.

Division 3

In Class 5.3 the land experiences an adverse climate and usually has properties that lead to serious trafficability problems; although an initial sward establishment may be relatively easy, deterioration in quality is often rapid. The land cannot support high stocking rates without suffering structural damage which may be serious even in summer after heavy rain and possibly irreversible. The soil map units included in the division are shown in Table C. The division occupies 174 square kilometres (6 per cent of the land area) and is of widespread and local distribution. The majority of the units are dominated by peaty gleys and peaty podzols with shallow peat and display major problems of trafficability. The climate is commonly poor, and the organic surface horizons are wet and thick enough to militate against the use of machinery in reclamation in all but the driest months. The soils are only marginally suited to reclamation and such exercises will be costly in terms of finance and time. Trafficability is not a major problem in map unit 372—a unit based on magnesian gleys and occurring on Unst and Fetlar, but climate, soil pattern particularly in respect of rock outcrop and erosion, and limitations associated with chemistry and fertilizer demands are constraints on land use and on the practicalities of improvement. Exposed areas of North Ronaldsay and the eastern seaboard of Orkney are similarly included in this division; trafficability is not a problem but erosion imposes pattern limitations and the soils have serious limitations associated with the high contents of sodium and magnesium. Some areas of basin and valley peat in south Mainland Shetland are included in this division.

Class 6

Class 6 land has very severe site, soil or wetness limitations which generally prevent the use of tractor-operated machinery for improvement. Reclamation of
### Table B  Areas of land capability for agriculture map units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS and DIVISION</th>
<th>ORKNEY and N.E. CAITHNESS</th>
<th>SHEET 1</th>
<th>SCOTLAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ORKNEY and N.E. CAITHNESS</td>
<td>SHEET 1</td>
<td>SCOTLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>% LAND AREA</td>
<td>SD. KM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>11724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>7138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>8219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>3690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>4529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>14270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>5899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>37329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>30310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILT-UP AREAS</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1486</td>
<td>1433</td>
<td>2919</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 sq. km. = 100 hectares

Areas in both this table and in table A have been estimated by point-count methods. Care should be exercised in calculations involving units of less than 10 square kilometres. Discussion of method and estimation of error is contained in Handbook 8.

small areas, by open-ditching and surface seeding for example, to encourage stock to range is possible. Climate is often a significant limiting factor. The class is divided into three on the basis of the assessment of relative grazing values.

**Division 1**

Class 6.1 has high relative grazing values, the results of a high proportion of palatable herbage in the sward. The division is of very limited extent (2 square
Table C  Land capability for agriculture, classes, divisions and soil map units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>DIVISION</th>
<th>SOIL MAP UNITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1, 535, 536, 537, 539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1, 78, 535, 539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>19, 28, 78, 79, 80, 117, 165, 246, 370, 372, 459, 535, 537, 539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>80, 151, 261, 535, 539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>323, 370, 380, 399, 400, 459, 478, 501, 503, 535, 537, 541, 542, 569, 570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>3, 24, 29, 80, 81, 82, 83, 117, 372, 384, 459, 541, 542, 543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>373, 459, 461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>1, 4, 24, 28, 29, 31, 83, 127, 240, 253, 261, 262, 323, 327, 373, 380, 461, 478, 538, 542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>191, 193, 253, 327, 330, 431, 460, 461, 461, 510, 541, 542, 543, 544, 568, 569, 571, 572, 573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>131, 136, 178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

kilometres; less than 0.3 per cent of the land area) and is restricted to south Mainland Shetland. Excessive rockiness and steepness of slope are the principal restrictions.

Division 2

Class 6.2 land has moderate grazing values, the vegetation being dominated by such moderate quality herbage as white and flying bent grasslands, rush pastures and herb-rich moorlands or occurring as a mosaic of herbage of both high and low grazing values. The division occupies 134 square kilometres (4.6 per cent of the land area); the soil map units included within the division are shown in Table C. Most of the units occur on steep and very steep slopes, the slopes being sufficiently steep to preclude the use of tractors. Additional limitations can include wetness including flushing, the presence of organic surface horizons and rockiness. Map units based dominantly on saline gleys and occurring most particularly on the western seaboard of the Orkney archipelago are subjected to salt-spray and sea-gusting. The map units occur on gentle and strong slopes which may be bouldery but are generally non-rocky. They are, however, commonly strongly eroded with the vegetation cover much broken. The soils support the characteristic and unique vegetation of sea plantain–crowberry heath and vernal squill maritime pasture. Areas of windblown sand where particularly exposed and most vulnerable to erosion are similarly included in the class; the soils are
generally immature with thin surface horizons. The vegetation cover of northern dune and dune pasture is often broken and periodically overwhelmed by blown sand. Maritime influence and grazing have marked effects on the vegetation; the ericaceous plants tend to be suppressed and a replacement mosaic of perhaps herb-rich rough grasslands and maritime heath may be established as occurs immediately north of Mavis Grind in north-west Shetland.

Division 3

Class 6.3 land is dominated by plant communities with low relative grazing values, particularly Atlantic heather moor, bog heather moor and blanket bog. It occupies 1262 square kilometres or 43.2 per cent of the land area (Table B). The soils are generally peaty and wet and occur on a wide variety of landforms; the soil map units included within the division are shown in Table C. Soil limitations, wetness, slope, soil pattern and climate all militate strongly against improvement. Some open-ditch drainage of peatland is possible but major improvements are not practical.

Class 7

Class 7 land is of very limited agricultural value, land use being restricted to generally seasonal rough grazings. The land has extremely severe limitations that cannot be rectified and vegetation cover is generally sparse and much broken. The class occupies 24 square kilometres (0.8 per cent of the land area) and occurs on the plateau summits of the highest hills of Hoy, on Ronas Hill in north-west Shetland and on the very steep and rocky hillside of Beogs of Skelberry in North Roe, Shetland.

Table B shows the paucity of land suitable for arable cultivations in Shetland. Climate restrictions in particular limit the most potentially productive land to Class 4.2 and the division occupies a mere 3 per cent of Shetland while Classes 6 and 7 occupy 70 per cent. The figures show some 25 per cent of class 5 land—land capable of use as improved grassland in Shetland and indicate the potential value, in terms of improved grazings and greater carrying capacity of Class 5 land to the Shetland economy.

Orkney and north-east Caithness display a completely different picture. Land suitable for arable cultivations amounts to some 56 per cent of the land area of Orkney and north-east Caithness while Class 5 land occupies 15 per cent. The limits of scale determine that the land capability classes discussed will contain areas of both higher and lower agricultural potential.

LAND CAPABILITY FOR FORESTRY

The extremes of climate, the salt-laden air, the ever-present danger of gale-force winds and the pressures on land for arable and grassland cropping militate most strongly and effectively against commercial forestry. The Forestry Commission have an established plantation on blown shelly sand at Dunnet in north-east Caithness; tree growth is slow and wind-pruning extreme but the effects of mutual shelter are becoming obvious. Experimental blocks have been laid out in north-east Caithness at Acharole and at Spital to examine problems of drainage and nutrition in tree establishment on deep peat. Four experimental blocks were set up in Hoy in 1974 with lodgepole pine, Scots pine, Sitka spruce and mountain pine dominating. With the exception of Scots pine, survival rate is high but growth is much retarded.
A number of hardwood shelter belts are established throughout the area and show that species such as sycamore, ash, beech and larch can survive the adverse conditions of extreme exposure and salt-laden air.

**OTHER APPLICATIONS OF SOIL SURVEY**

The area has much to offer in terms of ornithology, botany, archaeology, fishing and sailing and has a number of superb beaches for the occasional sand-yachter or the less-active members of society. The factors associated with recreation are numerous but it is perhaps in problems associated with (a) the establishment of long-term camping or caravan sites and (b) freedom of access, that soil properties must be most seriously evaluated.

Five basic factors must be considered when the suitability of an area of land for a site is assessed: (a) the protection of existing high amenity values; (b) access to the site and the susceptibility of the soils to structural damage; (c) the prevention of acceleration of the natural processes of erosion; (d) topography — relief, aspect and the degree of shelter; and (e) the safe disposal of sewage and kindred wastes. The planning of footpaths will demand attention to the first three factors in particular.

Wet soils and soils with either organic or highly humose horizons are most susceptible to structural damage by poaching and traffic. The dangers of puddling and minor flooding are ever present. The soils in which erosion might most easily be promoted by human activity are those developed on windblown sand. The soils are coarsely textured, very friable and weakly structured with low organic-matter contents and are liable to often severe wind erosion once the vegetation cover is breached.

The disposal of sewage will most usually be by septic tanks with the consequent necessity for a stable and efficient soak-away system. Soils developed on the thicker slowly permeable till cannot be regarded as suitable mediums for a soak-away. In the more shallow soils the underlying rock might be utilized but its efficiency would be closely related to the nature of the rock.

If the five fundamental requirements are rigorously invoked then the number of soil map units that might be suitable for the establishment of a long-term site is small. Ideally the soils should be freely or imperfectly drained, not liable to erosion and capable of providing an efficient soak-away. The site should be gently sloping and regular and offer a degree of shelter. Parts of those soil map units based predominantly on brown forest soils offer the best possibilities from a soils viewpoint but then the same units correspond with some of the best agricultural soils and an obvious conflict of interest arises. As a secondary choice, some areas of soil map units 117, 459, 478, 537, 569 and 570 might be considered. Map unit 117 in this instance does however correspond with some of the better agricultural soils of Shetland. In all cases it is the provision of an adequate sewage system that would pose the major problem. In map unit 537 only those areas of relatively shallow till should be considered as possible sites.

As stated earlier the area has much to offer the botanist for a number of interesting and possibly unique vegetation communities are established, for example, the sea plantain—crowberry heath and maritime pasture of the exposed seaboard, the unique sea plantain—bell heather moor on soils of the Leslie Association, the vegetation of the serpentine 'barrens', the alpine vegetation of the hill tops, the species-rich pastures of windblown shelly sands and the natural woodlands of Berriedale and Burn of Segal in Hoy. Many of these communities are, however, vulnerable and possibly liable to ultimate destruction by excessive human activities.
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